
Case No. 13-274-AU-ORD 

BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Commission's Review 
of its Rules for the Establishment of Credit 
for Residential Utility Services and the 
Disconnection of Gas, Natural Gas or 
Electric Services to Residential Customers 
Contained in Ohio Adm.Code Chapters 
4901:1-17 and 4901:W8. 

FINDING AND ORDER 

The Commission finds: 

(1) R.C. 111.15 and R.C. 119.032 require the Commission to 
conduct a review, every five years, of its rules to determine 
whether to continue its rules without change, amend its rules, 
or rescind its rules. The rules in Ohio Adm.Code Chapters 
4901:1-17 and 4901:1-18 address the establishment of credit for 
residential utility services, the discormection of gas, natural gas 
or electric service to residential customers, and the percentage 
of income payment plan (PIPP) program for gas and natural 
gas residential customers. 

(2) R.C. 119.032(C) requires the Commission to determine whether 
the rules: 

(a) Should be continued without amendment, be 
amended, or be rescinded, taking into 
consideration the purpose, scope, and intent of 
the statute(s) under which the rules were 
adopted; 

(b) Need amendment or rescission to ^ v e more 
flexibility at the local level; 

(c) Need amendment or rescission to eliminate 
unnecessary paperwork; and 

(d) Duplicate, overlap with, or conflict with other 
rules. 

(3) In making its review, an agency is required to consider the 
continued need for the rules, the nature of any complaints or 
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comments received concerning the rules, and any factors that 
have changed in the subject matter area affected by the rules. 

(4) On January 10, 2011, the governor of the state of Ohio issued 
Executive Order 2011-OlK, entitled "Establishing the Common 
Sense Initiative," which sets forth several factors to be 
considered in the promulgation of rules and the review of 
existing rules. Among other things, the Commission n\ust 
review its rules to determine the impact that a rule has on small 
businesses; attempt to balance properly the critical objectives of 
regulation and the cost of compliance by the regulated parties; 
ensure that each of its rules is needed in order to implement the 
underlying statute; amend or rescind rules that are 
unnecessary, ineffective, contradictory, redundant, inefficient, 
or needlessly burdensome, or that unnecessarily impede 
economic growth, or that have had unintended negative 
consequences; and reduce or eliminate areas of regulation 
where federal regulation now adequately regulates the subject 
matter. 

(5) Additionally, in accordance with R.C 121.82, in the course of 
developing draft rules, the Commission must evaluate the rules 
against the business impact analysis (BIA). If there will be an 
adverse impact on businesses, as defined in R.C. 107,52, 
features must be incorporated into the draft rules to eliminate 
or adequately reduce any adverse impact. The proposed 
revisions to the rules must be sent to the Common Sense 
Initiative Office (CSI), and CSI will then review the proposed 
revisions and provide recommendations. 

(6) The Commission notes that rules regarding Ohio's PIPP 
program are contained in both the Commission's rules for gas 
utilities, Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-18, and in the Ohio 
Development Services Agency's (ODSA) rules for electric 
utilities, Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 122:5-3. While considering 
potential changes to the rules for the PIPP program, the staffs 
of the two agencies have been coordinating their review of the 
rules in order to establish clear and consistent rules for both the 
gas and electric utilities, 

(7) By Entry issued June 11, 2013, the Commission issued Staff-
proposed revisions and suggestions for comment for Ohio 
Adm.Code Chapters 4901:1-17 and 4901:1-18. Staff 
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recommended certain changes to the rules in order to provide 
better consistency with similar rules applicable to other 
industries, as well as to clarify and correct other issues. Staff's 
recommended changes and the BIA were also sent to CSI in 
accordance with R,C. 121.82. 

(8) Initial comments were filed in this docket on July 12, 2013, by; 
The Citizen's Coalition on Rules Review; Duke Energy Ohio, 
Inc. (Duke); Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, Inc. (Vectren); 
Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Company, and Toledo Edison Company (jointly referred to as 
the FE Comparues); Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, 
Citizens Coalition, Coalition for Homelessness and Housing in 
Ohio, Legal Aid Society of Cleveland, Legal Aid Society of 
Columbus, Legal Aid Society of Southwest Ohio, the Ohio 
Consumers' Counsel, Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy, 
Ohio Association of Area Agencies on Aging, Ohio Association 
of Community Action Agencies, Ohio Association of 
Foodbanks, Ohio Poverty Law Center, Fro Seniors, Inc., and 
Southeastern Ohio Legal Services (jointly referred to as the 
Consumer Groups); Ohio Power Company (AEP Ohio); The 
Dayton Power and Light Company (DF&L); and Columbia Gas 
of Ohio, Inc. (CGO) and The East Ohio Gas Company d / b / a 
Dominion East Ohio (DEO) (jointly referred to as CGO/DEO). 
Reply comments were filed on August 2, 2013, by: the 
Consumer Groups, Duke, DP&L, the FE Companies, DEO, 
CGO, and AEP Ohio. 

(9) The Commission will address the more relevant comments 
below. The Commission notes that some minor, 
noncontroversial changes have been incorporated into the 
amended rules without Commission comment. Any 
recommended change that is not discussed below or 
incorporated into the amended rules should be considered 
denied. The Commission has carefully reviewed the existing 
rules. Staff's proposed changes, and the comments filed by 
interested stakeholders in reaching its decisions regarding the 
rules at issue. 
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Ohio Adm,Code Chapter 4901:1-17 - Establishment of Credit for Residential 
Service. 

(10) General - Throughout this Chapter, Staff proposed 
amendments so that this Chapter would address credit for 
residential service for electric utilities, as well as gas, natural 
gas, waterworks, and sewage disposal utilities. 

The FE Companies note that, currently, this Chapter pertains to 
the credit for residential service only for gas, natural gas, 
waterworks, or sewage disposal services, while credit rules 
pertaining to electric utilities are found in Ohio Adm.Code 
Chapter 4901:1-10. The FE Companies assert that the electric 
utilities should not be included in this Chapter, as proposed by 
Staff; rather, the Commission should reject Staff's proposal as it 
did in the Commission's last review of Ohio Adm.Code 
Chapter 4901:1-17 in In re Revieiv of Chapter 4901:1-17, et al ofthe 
Ohio Administrative Code, Case No. 08-723-AU-ORD, Finding 
and Order (Dec. 17, 2008) at 5. The FE Companies maintain 
that subjecting the electric utilities to this Chapter would be 
redundant, unnecessary, duplicative, burdensonte, and in 
conflict with other rules. (FE Companies at 5-6.) 

The Commission notes that the rules being proposed in this 
Chapter are consistent with the current electric service and 
safety standards rules (ESSS Rules) applicable to electric 
companies, which are contained in Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 
4901:1-10, as well as those rules adopted in In re Review of 
Chapter 4901:1-10, Ohio Administrative Code, Case No. 12-2050-
EL-ORD, Finding and Order 0an. 15, 2014), which is the case 
wherein the Commission is reviewing the ESSS Rules {ESSS 
Rule Review Case), Given that the rules set forth in both 
chapters are consistent, the Commission sees no reason why 
the FE Companies should be concerned about a potential 
conflict in the rules. The Commission believes that it is 
appropriate to include the electric utilities in Ohio Adm.Code 
Chapter 4901:1-17, so there is one consolidated chapter that 
addresses all regulated utilities. In fact, we believe it would be 
more confusing to not address the credit for residential service 
for electric utilities in this Chapter. Moreover, the Commission 
believes there should be no new costs associated with this rule 
change, as no new processes are being required. In our next 
review of the ESSS Rules^ we wUl consider whether changes are 
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needed in order to clarify the applicability of the rules. 
However, at this time, the Commission finds that the electric 
utilities should be included in Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-
17 and the request by the FE Companies should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-01- Definitions. 

(11) Paragraph fE) - This paragraph defines "fraudulent act" for 
purposes of this Chapter as an intentional misrepresentation or 
concealment by the customer or consumer of a material fact 
that the gas, natural gas, waterworks, or sewage disposal 
system utility company relies on to its detriment. 

Vectren, DP&L, and the FE Companies note that, if the 
Commission believes that electric utilities should be included 
in the Chapter, then this subsection must be amended to 
include electric utilities as well, specifically with reference to 
"fraudulent act" (Vectren at 9; DP&L at 4; FE Companies at 7). 

The Commission agrees with the commenters and has made 
the necessary edit to include electric utility companies in the 
definition of "fraudulent act." 

(12) Paragraph (Ti - This paragraph defines "utility company" for 
purposes of this Chapter. 

The FE Companies note that Staff's proposed deletion of the 
sentence "Rules for establishment of credit for an electric 
company are included in Chapter 4901:1-10 of the 
Administrative Code" may be confusing since credit rules 
pertaining to electric utilities continue to remain in the ESSS 
Rules. (FE Companies at 5.) 

As we stated previously, the rules being proposed in Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-17-01 are coiisistent with the current ESSS 
Rules, as well as those recently adopted in the ESSS Rule Revieiv 
Case, In particular, the definitions impose no new obligatioris 
on the utilities. Moreover, since Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 
4901:1-17 now includes electric utilities, it is no longer 
necessary to reference Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-10 in 
this rule. Therefore, the Commission finds the FE Companies' 
request should be denied. 
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Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-02- General provisions. 

(13) Paragraph (C) - This paragraph provides that the rules in this 
Chapter supersede any inconsistent provisions, terms, and 
conditions of electric utility tariffs. 

The FE Companies note that requiring electric utilities to 
comply with this Chapter may create a conflict with the FE 
Companies' tariffs that have been in place for years, creating an 
administrative burden, as well as the confusion of customers 
who are familiar with the ciirrent tariff structure. The FE 
Companies suggest that, in order to alleviate this problem, the 
Commission should find this Chapter inapplicable to electric 
utilities, especially since similar rules already exist in the ESSS 
Rules. (FE Companies at 7.) 

The Commission believes the rules being proposed in this 
paragraph are consistent with the current ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-02(E), as well as those adopted in the 
'ESSS Rule Review Case. Therefore, any utility tariffs that are 
inconsistent with this rule will be inconsistent with the ESSS 
Rules and, thus, will be subject to change. Accordingly, the 
Commission finds the FE Companies' suggestion should be 
denied. 

(14) Paragraph (D'̂  - This paragraph requires a utility to maintain 
and provide written credit procedures to applicants and 
customers upon request either verbally or in writing, based 
upon the preference of the applicant or customer. Staff 
proposes to delete a sentence that states the utility may provide 
its applicants or customers with a stimmary of the utility's 
credit procedures, as well as the requirement that Staff must 
review procedures before distribution. 

The FE Compaiues indicate that, if the Commission finds this 
Chapter to be applicable to electric utilities, it should, at a 
minimum, amend the proposed rule to allow for simplified 
credit procedures and payment options to be sent to customers, 
which is already provided under Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-10-12 
(FE Companies at 8-9). DP&L recommends, and the FE 
Companies agree, that, due to the possibility of conflicts with 
already existing rules, communicating credit procedures via a 
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written document should be at the option of the utility (DP&L 
at 4-5; FE Companies Reply at 1-2). 

The Consumer Groups oppose eliminating language that 
utilities provide a written sununary of all credit procedures to 
customers and applicants and believe that customers should be 
informed about all options that are available to demonstrate 
creditworthiness. The Consumer Groups also support the 
continuing role of the Commission to review credit procedures 
before public dissemination. (Consumer Groups at 31-33; 
Consumer Groups Reply at 14-15.) 

Initially, the Commission notes that the rules being proposed in 
this paragraph are consistent with the current ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(A) and (B), and the rules adopted in 
the ESSS Rule Review Case. Furthermore, we believe it is 
important that the form of the information be provided to the 
customer based upon his/her preference. Moreover, we would 
note that, contrary to the Consumer Groups' inference, the 
written summary was an optional method of information 
delivery, which was in addition to the verbal or v\^ritten 
information requested by the customer. In addition, as 
evidenced through the Chapters governing our regulation of 
the utilities, the Commission continues to exercise its authority 
to review customer information materials prior to their 
dissemination. Moreover, the Commission believes the 
language proposed strikes an appropriate balance between the 
rights of the customers to have access to credit policies and the 
costs incurred by the utilities in doing so. The Commission 
also finds any costs associated with compliance should not be 
new or unduly burdensome. Therefore, upon consideration of 
the comments, the Commission believes the rule, as proposed, 
provides customers necessary access to credit policies. 
Therefore, the recommendations of the commenters should be 
denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-03- Establishment of credit. 

(15) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides methods in which 
utilities may require an applicant for residential services to 
satisfactorily establish financial responsibility. 
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(a) The Consumer Groups note that, while they 
support customers having the option to use credit 
checks as one way to demonstrate financial 
responsibility, the Commission should not prefer 
one method over others, especially when 
conducting credit checks necessitates applicants 
to provide social security numbers (SSN). The 
Consumer Groups also support the 
implementation of privacy impact assessments to 
further protect customer information. (Consumer 
Groups at 33-34.) 

DEO disagrees with the Consumer Groups' 
recommendation, asserting that the credit check 
should be used as the primary criterion for 
determining financial responsibility in order to 
maintain efficient service to customers. DEO 
states that customers are adequately protected 
through consxmier-credit laws and regulations 
and there is no need to multiply these regulatory 
requirements. (DEO Reply at 1-2.) 

While the rules provide that a utility may request 
an applicant's SSN to obtain credit information, if 
the applicant does not provide the SSN, the utility 
must then inform the applicant of alternative 
methods to establish financial responsibility. 
Thus, contrary to the inference of the Consumer 
Groups, an applicant has options. Furthermore, 
the existing rules represent a widely accepted, 
almost universally implemented, means of 
establishing creditworthiness. In addition, the 
Commission does not believe a privacy impact 
assessment is necessary when dealing with credit 
checks, as there are substantial federal protections 
already in place regarding the use of customers' 
credit information. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the recommended change from the 
Consumer Groups should be denied. 

(b) DP&L states the proposed rule may conflict with 
current requirements, and that, because the 
procedures can be technical in nature, providing 
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these procedures to customers will only create 
confusion and an increased administrative 
burden (DP&L Reply at 4). 

The Commission notes that the rules being 
proposed in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-03(A) are 
consistent with the current ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(C), and the rules adopted 
in the ESSS Rule Review Case. The Commission 
does not anticipate any increased administrative 
burden from the proposed language due to this 
consistency. Accordingly, the Corrmiission 
believes the rule, as written, is appropriate and 
DP&L's proposal should be denied. 

(16) Paragraph (A)fl) - This paragraph allows residents to establish 
financial responsibility through property ownership. 

DP&L, Duke, and AEP Ohio state that property ownership 
does not necessarily correlate with a customer's credit 
worthiness and should not automatically establish credit 
(DP&L at 5; Duke Reply at 3; AEP Ohio Reply at 2). 

The Consumer Groups disagree with DP&L, since this proposal 
would be contradictory to state law. The Consumer Groups 
specifically point to R.C. 4933.17(A), which prohibits gas and 
electric utilities from collecting deposits from customers who 
are financially responsible freeholders of property and are able 
to secure the payment for a 60-day supply of gas or electricity. 
(Consumer Groups Reply at 15-17.) 

The Commission finds that this rule does not make property 
ownership an automatic indicator of creditworthiness. Rather, 
owning property is simply a part of establishing 
creditworthiness and utilities may require additional 
information before granting creditwortliiness to any individual 
customer. Furthermore, R.C. 4933.17(A) provides that 
customers may establish creditworthiness by means of 
property ownership. Therefore, the Commission believes the 
recommendatiorw of DP&L, Duke, and AEP Ohio are 
unnecessary and should be denied. 
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(17) Paragraph ('AX2^ - This paragraph allows residents to establish 
financial responsibility by providing their SSNs to complete a 
credit check. 

The Consumer Groups note that any discussion of credit checks 
and the collection of SSNs should be confined in this subsection 
and that SSNs should not be used as a primary means for 
applicants to establish their identity (Consumer Groups at 34-
36). 

DEO notes that utilities need to obtain a customer's SSN to 
perform credit checks and to confirm customer identity. 
Moreover, if the Commission were to adopt the Consumer 
Groups' recommendation, the result would be a slower, more 
costly credit process. (DEO Reply at 2.) 

As we stated previously, contrary to the assertions of the 
Consumer Groups, applicants have options. The utility carmot 
refuse service because an appUcant declines to provide an SSN; 
rather, the utility must then provide information regarding 
other methods to establish creditworthiness. The Commission 
believes that accepting the Consumer Groups' recommendation 
may require the utilities to create and follow programs that are 
different from the universally accepted processes for 
establishing creditworthiness, regardless of the fact that they 
would be in compliance with laws based on those accepted 
processes. Therefore, the recommendation by the Consumer 
Groups should be denied. 

(18) Paragraph (A)(3) - This paragraph allows residents to establish 
financial responsibility by providing their payment history 
from a prior account held by that utility. When an applicant 
requests a copy of his/her history, the utility is to provide the 
information within five business days. 

(a) The FE Companies and DP&L assert that this 
proposed subsection broadens and conflicts with 
Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(C)(2). According to 
these commenters, this rule would add a burden 
on the utility to assess an applicant's 
creditworthiness with any other utility across the 
United States or beyond. The FE Companies and 
DP&L also state this may result in increased 
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uncollectible amounts and increase the burden on 
the electric utility to track down credit histories 
from other utilities, assuming the applicable 
credit and discormection standards are similar to 
those imposed in Ohio. (FE Companies at 9-10; 
DP&L Reply at 4-5.) 

Initially, the Commission finds that, contrary to 
the commenters' assertions, this paragraph is 
consistent with the current ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(C)(2), and those adopted 
in the ESSS Rule Review Case. This paragraph 
would impose no additional obligations on the 
utilities. Moreover, as the commenters have 
failed to specify how this paragraph would 
impose an administrative burden on the utilities, 
we find that Staff's proposal is reasonable. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
commenters' recommendations are without merit 
and should be derued. 

(b) The FE Companies and DP&L find that the 
proposed requirement to provide payment 
history information within five business days to a 
customer is arbitrary and unnecessary. The FE 
Companies assert they already promptly respond 
to customer requests. (FE Companies at 9-10; 
DP&L Reply at 4-5.) 

The Commission believes that the five-business-
days' requirement is an appropriate balance of 
utility and customer interests, resulting in little, if 
any, additional cost to utilities, especially in light 
of the fact that, as the FE Companies state, they 
respond to customers promptly. Therefore, the 
commenters' request should be denied. 

(19) Paragraph (A)(5) - This paragraph allows residents to furrush a 
creditworthy guarantor to establish financial responsibility and 
secure service. 

(a) DP&L, Duke, and AEP Ohio recommend an 
additional subsection be included, which 
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provides that a guarantor will not, at any time, be 
on PIPP, Graduate PIPP, or have PIPP arrearages. 
DP&L also adds that, if a guarantor enrolls in 
these programs, the customer should have to 
submit another form of security for service to 
continue. (DP&L at 5; Duke Reply at 3; AEP Ohio 
Reply at 2.) 

The PIPP program is designed to assist low 
income customers who need assistance in paying 
their utility bills; therefore, the Commission 
agrees that a PIPP customer should not be 
permitted to act as a guarantor. Accordingly, the 
Commission finds that the request of DP&L, 
Duke, and AEP Ohio is reasonable and should be 
granted; therefore, the paragraph should be 
revised accordingly. 

(b) DP&L and DEO suggest that the guarantor 
agreement be modified to accommodate a verbal 
acceptance of the guarantor agreement and a non-
transfer clause, as well as include language that 
prohibits the guarantor from canceling its 
guarantor agreement, if the guaranteed account: 
is past due; has received a disconnection notice; is 
disconnected for nonpayment; or has a flnal bill 
balance (DP&L at 6; DEO Reply at 3). 

The Commission believes that the need to 
properly manage financial security issues 
regarding guairantors does not represent an 
undue financial burden on the utilities; however, 
the use of guarantor agreements needs to be 
uniform, so as not to cause confusion among 
customers and utilities. The Commission further 
finds that, since a guarantor is going to be held 
financially responsible for the debts of another 
person, there must be a verifiable indication of 
affirmative assent. We believe that having a 
standardized hard-copy form with a signature 
will provide the necessary verification of 
acceptance, and adequately notify the guarantor 
of his/her rights and responsibilities. Therefore, 
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the Commission finds that Staff's proposed edit to 
the rule requiring the use of a common form is 
reasonable as it will reduce the confusion and 
administrative burdens of the utilities. Similarly, 
existing Ohio Adm.Code 4901:l-17-3(A)(5)(d) 
requires the utilities to send notice and gives the 
guarantor the option to cancel the agreement 
upon a request for the transfer of services. The 
Commission believes this strikes an appropriate 
balance between the concents of the guarantor, 
the customer, and the utility regarding financial 
security of the account. Further, despite the 
implication of DP&L, this rule provision is not 
new. Finally, the Commission believes a 
guarantor needs to have the ability to cancel the 
agreement upon changes in his/ her 
circumstances. The concerns of the utilities are 
adequately addressed through basic rules of 
contract administration and the notice provisions 
of this Chapter, If a guarantor requests a release 
from the agreement, he/she must provide 30-
days' notice, during which time the guarantor 
remains responsible for the account in the event 
of defatdt or delinquency. The Commission does 
not believe the issuance of a disconnect notice 
should act to suspend the guarantor's right to 
follow the procedures for cancellation. It should 
also be noted that DP&L offers no supporting 
evidence for this prohibition on cancellation. As 
such, the Conunission finds no reason to alter the 
rules and the commenters' request should be 
denied. 

(20) Paragraph (A)(5)(b) - This paragraph requires utilities to 
maintain the original guarantor agreement during the term of 
the guaranty and provide the guarantor with a copy of the 
signed agreement, and sets forth a prescribed guarantor 
agreement in Appendix A. 

(a) The FE Companies, DP&L, and Duke note that 
this subsection would add a new burden on 
electric utilities requiring them to maintain 
original guaranty agreements, where current 
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practice allows for agreements to be faxed and 
stored electronically. Such a burden may delay 
service to customers, while current practice has 
not been a problem. (FE Companies at 11; DP&L 
at 5-6; Duke Reply at 3.) 

Nothing in the rules should be construed as 
preventing a utility from using modern 
technologies for executing and storing the 
prescribed form electronically. Despite having a 
prescribed form for the guaranty agreements, the 
utility may identify the best method for storing 
such agreements, which may not be via hard-
copy files. Therefore, the Commission finds that 
the commenters' request should be denied. 

(b) CGO/DEO request that this rule retain the 
original language and permit, but not require, the 
use of the form prescribed by the Commission 
(CGO/DEO at 2-3). 

As stated above, the Conunission believes that the 
use of guarantor agreements needs to be uniform, 
so not to cause confusion among customers and 
utilities. The Commission finds the form as 
proposed by Staff to be appropriate, as it provides 
reasonable protections to utilities and guarantors 
regarding the transfer of services and obligations. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
commenters' request should be denied. 

(c) CGO/DEO and the Consumers Groups point out 
language in the paragraph that appears to be 
commentary and not rule specific (CGO/DEO at 
2-3; Consumer Groups at 36-37). The 
Commission agrees that this was an inadvertent 
error; therefore, the language should be deleted 
from the paragraph. 

(21) Paragraph (A)(5)(d) - This paragraph requires a utility to send 
a notice to the guarantor when the guaranteed customer 
requests a transfer of service to a new location. 
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In order to comply with this provision, the FE Companies 
believe, and AEP Ohio concurs, that they would be burdened 
with a new process that is not currently compatible with their 
computer system. Thus, they would have to complete such 
notices manually until costly programming changes occurred. 
(FE Companies at 10; AEP Ohio Reply at 2.) 

The Commission understands that this requirement is not 
currently delineated in the ESSS Rules. However, we believe 
this notice provides reasonable protections to utilities and 
guarantors regarding the transfer of services and obligations. 
The Commission also notes that proactive management of 
guarantor agreements will reduce collection costs and does not 
constitute an undue burden. In addition, providing notices to 
the guarantor is not new to the electric companies, as the 
electric companies are to notify guarantors in writing when 
they are no longer obligated for that account and provide all 
disconnection notices for that account. Therefore, the 
Commission concludes that the commenters' request is 
unfounded and should be denied. 

(22) Paragraph (A)(5)(e) - This paragraph provides the procedures 
a utility must undertake in the event the guarantor's utility 
service is subject to disconnection. 

The FE Companies suggest the Commission reject this proposal 
reiterating their argument that it creates a burden on the 
electric utilities (FE Companies at 10-11). 

The Commission notes that this language is consistent with the 
current ESSS Rules, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(M), and the 
rules adopted in the ESSS Rule Review Case. The Commission 
further explains that this rule is designed to ensure that a 
customer is not automatically charged a deposit without the 
opporturuty to establish creditworthiness upon cancellation of 
the guarantor agreement. Therefore, the request should be 
denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-04 - Deposit to reestablish 
creditworthiness. 

(23) Paragraph (B) - This paragraph provides that a utility, after 
considering the totality of the customer's circumstances, may 
require a deposit if the customer has not made adequate 
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payment arrangements for any given bill containing a previous 
past due balance for that utility's regulated services. Staff 
proposes to add language that requires utilities to provide 
notice on customer invoices or payment arrangements that a 
deposit may be required. 

(a) Vectren believes the sentence proposed by Staff 
needs clarified as to whether this rule would 
apply to disconnection bills only or all non-PIPP 
invoices containing such past due balances. 
Vectren is unclear whether the nile requires a 
general statement regarding deposit information 
or a specific dollar amount. (Vectren at 9.) AEP 
Ohio believes clarification is needed as to whether 
the deposit requirement is meant only for 
customers who are in danger of having a deposit 
applied to their account if they fail to meet an 
additional payment requirement, AEP Ohio also 
seeks clarification on whether utilities have a 
choice of placing this language on either the bill 
or payment arrangement letters, since the 
language states "or" instead of "and" in the 
sentence, as well as the overall intent behind the 
proposed language. (AEP Ohio at 2.) 

In response to AEP Ohio's inquiry, the 
Coinmission believes the language proposed by 
Staff will provide benefit to utilities and to 
customers by granting advance notice and 
encouraging customers to honor their payment 
arrangements. With regard to Vectren's inquiry, 
this paragraph does not require a specific dollar 
amount, or\ly notice that a deposit may be 
required. In addition, while we believe it is clear 
with the language proposed by Staff that this 
paragraph pertains to past due balances, we will 
clarify the last sentence to reflect that the notice 
should be placed on all delinquent account 
notices and payment arrangements. Therefore, 
the paragraph should be revised accordingly; 
however, in all other respects the commenters' 
requests should be denied. 
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(b) The FE Companies submit that the proposed 
language may conflict with the ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(G)(2), since it does not 
require a utility to give a customer notice that a 
deposit may be required. The FE Companies add 
that this requirement would impose significant 
expense for hours of programming, testing, and 
transport of this information. (FE Companies at 
11.) CGO/DEO agree that this requirement will 
require additional programming by companies 
and add more language to already crowded 
documents, while adding very little benefit to 
customers. CGO/DEO state that they already 
provide customers with a targeted letter warning 
that a security deposit may be assessed if 
payment has not been received by the due date 
on flie delinquent bill. (CGO/DEO at 3.) 

Upon consideration of the comments, the 
Commission finds that, since the proposed 
addition would apply to a disconnection notice 
and, as such, it is already addressed in Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-18, the proposed language 
should not be adopted. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-05 - Deposit administration 
provisior\s. 

(24) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides that no utility shall 
require a cash deposit to establish or reestablish credit in an 
amount in excess of one-twelfth oi the estimated charge for 
regulated services provided by that utility for the ensuing 12 
months, plus 30 percent of the monthly estimated charge. 

DP&L states the 30 percent figure referenced as part of the cash 
deposit necessary to establish credit is irisufficient and should 
be increased to 100 percent. DP&L asserts this would make the 
deposit commensurate with a guarantor's responsibility of 60 
days of service and more likely to cover unpaid debt for those 
customers that do not pay and close the account. (DP&L at 7.) 
Duke, AEP Ohio, and DEO support DP&L's recommendation, 
noting that this would likely decrease the amount of bad debts 
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shouldered by other ratepayers (Duke Reply at 3; AEP Ohio 
Reply at 2-3; DEO Reply at 3). 

The Consumer Groups contend that DP&L provided no 
information to support its claims and that Ohio law, namely 
R.C. 4933.17(B), limits the amount of a deposit to an amount 
not exceeding the monthly average of the annual consumption 
by the customer plus 30 percent (Consumer Groups Reply at 
17). 

The Commission agrees with the concerns of the Consumer 
Groups that deposit amounts are statutorily set in R.C. 4933.17. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the recommendation of 
DP&L should be denied. 

(25) Paragraph (B)f4) - This paragraph provides that the utility 
must furnish a receipt to the customer which displays the 
amount of the deposit and a statement that the rate of interest 
paid will not be less than three percent per annum, if the 
deposit is held for 180 days or longer. 

(a) The FE Companies argue this language conflicts 
with the ESSS Rules, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-
14(H), which already governs electric utilities (FE 
Companies at 11-12). 

Contrary to the arguments of the FE Companies, 
the Coinmission finds that this language is 
consistent with the ESSS Rules, Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-10-14(H), and the rules adopted in the 
ESSS Rule Review Case. As such, the commenter's 
request should be denied. 

(b) DP&L believes, and AEP agrees, the rate oi three 
percent per armum is too high given today's 
interest rate. DP&L notes that this rate should 
reflect the opportunity cost to the customer, for 
example, the average national savings account 
rate. DP&L recommends this benchmark rate be 
adjusted annually to reflect changes in economic 
conditions. AEP Ohio supports assessing 
customers who do not provide proof of identity 
in order to initiate service a 200 percent deposit of 
an average monthly bill, since these customers are 
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likely avoiding a previous unpaid debt with the 
utility. (DP&L at 7; AEP Ohio Reply at 3.) 

The Consumer Groups assert that DP&L's 
proposal is contrary to Ohio law, namely R.C. 
4933.17(B), which requires that, if a deposit is 
collected by a gas or electric utility, the interest 
rate paid on the deposit shall be no less than three 
percent per sinnum, provided that it remains on 
deposit for six consecutive months. They assert 
the Commission cannot set an interest rate that is 
less than the minimum rate required by law. 
(Consumer Groups Reply at 17-18.) 

The Conunission agrees that the interest amounts 
paid on deposits are statutorily set in R.C. 
4933.17(B) and have been in place for quite some 
time; as such, there should be no increase in the 
costs that the utilities already incur under this 
rule. Therefore, the recommendation of DP&L 
should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-06 - Refund of deposit and release of 
guarantor. 

(26) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides that a transfer of 
service from one location to another within the utility's service 
area does not prompt a refund of the customer's deposit or the 
release of the guarantor. 

For further clarification concerning the guarantor's 
responsibilities, DP&L recommends modifjang the language to 
prohibit a refund of deposit or release of the guarantor from a 
previous location based solely on the event of a customer 
moving to another location within the service area of a utility 
(DP&L at 7). 

The Conunission flnds that the language of the current rule 
clearly addresses the concerrts relating to a guarantor's 
obligations in the event a customer moves to another location 
within the service area of a utility. Accordingly, we find that 
DP&L's request should be denied. 
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(27) Paragraph (B) - This paragraph provides the circumstances 
which must be present in an account before a utility is required 
to promptly refund the deposit or release the guarantor, 
following the 12-month review of the account. 

The FE Companies and DP&L note that the language would 
require a utility to review each account holding a deposit or a 
guarantor agreement, and release the deposit or guarantor if 
service had not been discoimected for nonpayment in 12 
consecutive months. The commenters assert this conflicts with 
the ESSS rules, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(1) (3), requiring 
the same review but expanding that requirement to 
disconnection for fraudulent practice, tampering, or 
unauthorized reconnection. (FE Companies at 12; DP&L Reply 
at 5.) 

The Commission finds that, contrary to the commenters' 
assertions, the language in this paragraph, when considered 
together with the requirements set forth in Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-18, is not inconsistent with the ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14, and the rules adopted in the ESSS Rule 
Revieio Case. The Commission expects no new costs from this 
rule that were not already attributable to the ESSS Rule Review 
Case. Therefore, the commenters' proposal should be denied. 

(28) Paragraph (E) - This paragraph provides the procedure for 
notifying a customer that the guarantor has submitted a written 
request for a release of financial responsibility related to the 
customer's account and advising the customer that he/she 
must reestablish creditworthiness through alternate means or 
be subject to discormection. 

(a) The FE Companies and DP&L contend that this 
rule provides a new process for electric utilities 
not contained in the ESSS Rules, Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-10-14, in which electric utilities would be 
required to make changes to their computer 
systems and, until those costly changes were to 
occur, the manual efforts to comply with this rule 
would be overly burdensome (FE Companies at 
12; DP&L Reply at 5). 
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The Commission disagrees, noting that the 
language is consistent with the ESSS Rules, Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(M), and the rules 
adopted in the ESSS Rule Review Case. Also, the 
Commission believes that the benefits to the 
utility and ratepayers by proactive management 
of guarantor agreements justifies any costs and 
carmot be considered unduly burdensome. 
Accordingly, the commenters' requests should be 
denied. 

(b) DP&L and DEO recommend a guarantor forfeit 
the right of requesting to be released from 
financial responsibility as guarantor by providing 
written notice to the utility if the guaranteed 
account is past due or the account has: received a 
disconnection notice; been disconnected for 
nonpayment; or received a final bill balance. 
DP&L adds that the purpose of having a 
guarantor is frustrated if the guarantor is able to 
terminate the agreement while the guaranteed 
customer's account is not current. (DP&L at 8; 
DEO Reply at 3-4.) 

The Commission believes the current rule is 
appropriate and the 30-day notice provisions 
reasonably address the concerns of the utilities. 
Moreover, as stated abo\^e, the need for 
appropriate management and administration of 
guarantor agreements presents a sizable benefit to 
the utility and the ratepayers. Accordingly, the 
recommendation of DP&L and DEO should be 
denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-17-08 - Applicant and/or customer rights. 

(29) General - This rule provides the requirements for utilities with 
respect to notifying customers of cash deposits, alternatives to 
establishing credit, eligibility for entrance into the PIPP 
program, and the procedure for contesting a utility's cash 
deposit amount. 
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The FE Companies assert that the customer rights process, in 
the event of a deposit, is already contained in the ESSS Rules, 
Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-12, and the adoption of tiiis 
proposed rule would create another duplicative and conflicting 
rule (FE Companies at 12). 

Contrary to the assertions of the FE Companies, the 
Commission observes the proposed language is consistent with 
the ESSS Rules, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-14(F). Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the commenter's request is without 
merit and should be denied. 

(30) Paragraph (C)(4) - This paragraph provides that a utility must 
inform applicants or customers of the right to have Staff verify 
whether the utility's decision complies with the administrative 
rules and supply them with contact information in order to do 
so. 

CGO/DEO reconunend minor changes to this provision, which 
they believe will provide clarification, including the insertion of 
the word "telephone" before the word "number" (CGO/DEO 
at 3-4). 

The Commission finds that the paragraph, as revised by Staff, 
is appropriate and clearly sets forth the necessary information. 
However, we agree that the insertion of the word "telephone" 
would clarify what type of number is to be provided. 
Therefore, the paragraph should be revised to insert this word 
and, in all other respects, the commenters' request should be 
denied. 

Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-18 - Termination of Residential Service 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-01- Definitions. 

(31) Paragraph (B) - This paragraph provides the definition of 
"arrearages" as it is used for this Chapter. 

CGO/DEO request further clarification as to whether the 
Commission intends the term "account balance" to have a 
meaning different from the term "arrearages" (CGO/DEO at 
4). 
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Upon review, the Commission agrees with CGO/DEO that 
further clarification is required and will revise the definition in 
order to clarify, which includes changing the term "accrued 
arrearage" to "accrued charges." 

(32) Paragraph (O) - Staff proposes to include the definition for 
"like account" to mean "any accounts in the same customer's 
name providing the same tariffed service rate class. PIPP plus 
accounts may not be considered like accounts." 

Since the proposed definition specifically excludes PIPP plus 
accounts, Vectren believes that the proposed rule, when read 
together with Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-04(C), is unclear with 
regard to transfers to and from PIPP plus accoxmts for the same 
customer; therefore, the definition requires further clarification 
(Vectren at 1), Duke agrees that clarification is needed, since it 
is unclear how the definition of "like accounts" will impact 
customers who live in a residence that has multiple meters and 
is considered one household (Duke at 2). DP&L and Duke 
recommend a modification to the definition to include accounts 
in the same customer's name providing the same class of 
service, but specifically excluding PIPP plus accounts. DP&L 
and Duke believe that this change will allow for residential 
transfers that occur between residential rate classes. DP&L and 
Duke also recommend that landlords be permitted to transfer 
unpaid final bills for residential service to a commercial 
account in the same landlord's name. (DP&L at 8-9; Duke 
Reply at 4.) The FE Companies recommend the deletion of the 
portion of the definition excluding PIPP plus accounts from not 
being considered like accounts. The FE Companies maintain 
this definition may unintentionally linut the currently accepted 
practice, including instances in which the transfer of accounts 
may be limited for certain commercial or nonresidential 
customers classes and the service remains commercial. 
Therefore, the FE Companies propose a definition of "like 
account" to mean any accounts in the same customer's name 
providing similar service, for example, residential to 
residential. (FE Companies at 13-14.) 

Upon review of the comments submitted, the Commission 
finds that the provisions of Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-22(1) 
sufficiently address the situations where the transfer of 
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balances occurs. Therefore, we find that proposed Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-18-01(0) will be deleted. 

(33) Paragraph (P) - Staff proposes to add a definition for "on-time 
payment," which means, for the purpose of applying incentive 
credits, a PIPP plus installment received by the utility prior to 
the date that the next bill is issued. 

Although this definition would closely align with the rules 
administered by ODSA, Ohio Adm.Code 122:5-3-01, Duke 
points out that, as the only combined gas and electric 
distribution utility in Ohio, if the rule is changed, Duke will 
have to obtain a new waiver to continue compliance with either 
the Commission's or ODSA's rules, and will need to revise its 
billing practices, which will take some time and investment 
(Duke at 2-3). Vectren recommends that the definition not be 
adopted, stating that it is vague and may create confusion in 
situations of cancel/rebills or short bill cycles. In addition, 
Vectren offers that it will result in significant time and money 
to implement. (Vectren at 2.) 

The Consumer Groups disagree with Vectren's contentions, 
stating that the payment behavior of electric and natural gas 
PIPP plus customers has dramatically improved since the 
adoption of the ODSA PIPP plus rules, including the more 
liberal definition of on-time payments. The Consumer Groups 
also state that this definition better accommodates the real-life 
circumstances of many low-income PIPP plus households. 
(Consumer Groups Reply at 9-12.) 

The Commission disagrees with the comments submitted by 
Duke and Vectren, and believes the proposed definition of "on-
time payment" is consistent with ODSA's definition of "on-
time payment." Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
proposed language is appropriate and the corrunenters' 
requests are without merit and should be denied. 

(34) Paragraph (R) - This paragraph provides the definition for 
"PIPP plus anniversary date" as it is used in this Chapter. 

Vectren recommends modifying the proposed language to 
exclude the requirement that customers document income and 
household size in order to continue with the PIPP plus or 
Graduate PIPP plus program (Vectren at 2-3). 
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The Commission disagrees with the modification proposed by 
Vectren, but agrees that the definition should be clarified. 
Accordingly, the Commission will revise the definition oi 
"PIPP plus anniversary date" to include that the PIPP plus 
customer must be current on his/her income-based PIPP plus 
payments to continue participation in PIPP plus. In addition, 
we will clarify when this date should be utilized. Accordingly, 
Vectren's request should be denied and the paragraph should 
be revised as set forth in the attachment. 

(35) Paragraph (T) - This paragraph provides the definition for 
"PIPP plus reverification date" as it is used in this Chapter. 

Vectren recommends modifying the definition to fmrther clarify 
the date to which the definition references and what a PIPP 
plus customer will be expected to do to continue on the 
program (Vectren at 3). 

The Commission finds that Vectren's comment is well-made. 
Therefore, we find tliat the definition should be re^dsed to 
clarify that the reverification date shall be every 12 months 
from when the customer last reverified. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-03 - Reasons for disconnecting 
residential electric, gas, or natural gas service. 

(36) Paragraph (E) - This paragraph provides that utilities may 
disconnect service to residential customers in the event that the 
customer, consumer, property owner, or landlord or his/her 
agent commits any of the enumerated acts. Staff proposes to 
eliminate language in paragraph (E)(3) that pertains to what 
actions the customer must take in order to achieve restoration 
of service. 

The FE Companies recommend adding new subparagraphs 
(E)(4) and (5) to address certain situations that occur frequently 
and will prevent certain accounts from becoming delinquent. 
Specifically, the FE Companies recommend adding these rules 
to address instances in which the customer is deceased and the 
fiduciary, trustee, or next of kin fails to cancel service or 
transfer service and in which the customer moves and fails to 
advise the utility or cancel service. The FE Companies suggest 
that allowing discormection with some notice will allow the FE 
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Companies to promptly disconnect service and reduce 
uncollectible expenses. (FE Companies at 14-15.) 

The Consumer Groups oppose the recommendations of the FE 
Companies, noting that: the proposal would apply penalties for 
fraudulent acts, even though the acts are not considered to be 
fraudulent acts as defined in the rules, so as to shorten the 
timeframe for disconnection, essentially making every failure 
by a customer to inform the utility of moving or canceling an 
act of fraud; the rules already have well-established procedures 
in place for disconnection when a bill goes unpaid; and, if a 
utility is concerned about surviving household members 
continuing to receive service, there should be no financial harm 
to the utility if the household members are current on their 
payments (Consumer Groups Reply at 18-19). 

The Commission agrees with the comments of the Consumer 
Groups. The specific situations discussed by the FE Companies 
are not fraudulent acts, per se, and the Commission already has 
rules in place to address these situations. Therefore, the 
recommendation of the FE Companies should be denied. 

(37) Paragraph (F) - This paragraph provides that utilities may 
disconnect service for repairs, provided that notice to 
customers is given prior to scheduled maintenance 
interruptions in excess of six hours. Staff proposes to change 
the hour requirement for notice from six hours to four hours. 

The FE Companies oppose the proposed change requiring 
notice for scheduled maintenance interruptions to be shortened 
from six to four hours, stating they are unaware of any 
complaints or other evidence that the rule, as ciirrentiy written, 
is ineffective or causing problems. This change, if adopted, 
would also result in a new administrative burden imposed on 
the FE Companies. (FE Companies at 14.) 

The Commission believes that four hours is the appropriate 
time frame for these rules, and the change will benefit 
customers. Accordingly, the Conmussion finds that the 
proposed language is appropriate and the FE Companies' 
request should be denied. 
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Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-04 - Delinquent bills. 

(38) Paragraph (C) - Staff proposes to adopt language allowing the 
utility to transfer the balance of a delinquent account to any 
like account held in the customer's name, but specifically 
exclude transfers to or from PIPP plus accounts. 

Duke argues that the proposed language is not consistent with 
ODSA's rules and will require either a waiver or significant 
and costiy billing system adjustments. In addition, Duke 
asserts the language does not hold the customer responsible for 
service used and may result in customers having multiple 
accounts with past due balances. Moreover, it will potentially 
drive customer behavior to close and reopen accounts, leaving 
a trail of unpaid balances, and increasing costs to other 
customers through uncollectible riders. (Duke at 10.) Vectren 
believes the language may have unintended, negative financial 
consequences for customers in which balances will be paid 
through collection efforts, rather than through the incentive 
process. Vectren maintains the proposed rule should be 
revised to more clearly indicate acceptable transfers. (Vectren 
at 3-4.) Likewise, DP&L recommends clarification of the 
language (DP&L 8-9). AEP Ohio contends the language is 
counterintuitive to the function of the PIPP plus program. 
When a customer applies to this program and is accepted, past 
due balances are transferred to the customer's PIPP plus 
account. In addition, when a customer signs up as a PIPP plus 
customer, AEP Ohio cannot always immediately find old 
accounts for that customer, so the ability to take past due 
arrearages from that customer and transfer them to the PIPP 
plus account for that customer becomes essential. If a customer 
is held for that previous debt outside of PIPP plus, that 
customer will see a very large bill and negate the reason for 
PIPP plus. (AEP OHo 2-3; AEP Ohio Reply at 3). CGO/DEO 
believe the language prohibiting a utility from transferring 
balances to or from PIPP plus accounts may be overbroad and 
could be read to prohibit balance transfers that are necessary in 
the ordinciry course of business. CGO/DEO argue that, if a 
utility is permitted to transfer the balance of a delinquent 
account to any like account held in the customer's name in 
order to collect the balance from the customer, a utility should 
also be permitted to transfer balances to or from PIPP plus 
accounts for the same purpose. (CGO/DEO at 4.) The FE 
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Companies assert the current practice of transferring 
delinquent balances to like accounts, including PIPP plus 
accounts, allow the FE Companies to work with customers to 
pay off arrearages, the recovery of which is credited back to 
customers. They maintain this is good public policy and that 
the proposed changes would require programming and 
training changes from the current processes for transferring 
accounts. (FE Companies at 15.) 

If the negative consequences indicated by Vectren are in fact 
intended by the new rule, the Consumer Groups oppose the 
rule as being detrimental to low-income customers. They 
reconunend the rule be clarified and all restrictions that could 
limit the transfer of PIPP plus account balances be removed. 
(Consumer Groups Reply at 6.) While the Consumer Groups 
support a rule that prohibits the transfer of commercial or 
business accounts to a residential customer's account, the 
proposed rule could be overly restrictive concerning the 
transfer of balances for PIPP plus accounts. They recommend 
all restrictions that could limit the transfer of account balances 
incurred by a customer prior to enrollment on PIPP plus, or 
could prevent customers from transferring PIPP balances if 
they move, be removed. (Consumer Groups at 19-21.) 

The Commission, upon review of the comments, believes the 
provisions of Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-22(1) sufficiently 
address the situations where the transfer of balances occurs. 
Moreover, as determined previously in this Order, the 
Commission has deleted the definition for "like account." 
Accordingly, we conclude that the proposed language should 
not be adopted. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-05 - Extended payment plans and 
responsibilities, 

(39) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides relevant factors for a 
utility to consider when determining whether payment terms 
are reasonable as proposed by a customer whose account is 
delinquent or who desires to avoid a delinquency. 

According to the Consumer Groups, in addition to the inherent 
health and safety issues associated with disconnection of utility 
services, default in utility payments results in late payment 
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charges, collection trip charges, reconnection fees, deposits, and 
higher uncollectible debt riders and all of the other costs 
associated with having services. Thus, they recommend 
including more factors that a utility may consider when 
evaluating customer proposed payment terms, apart from 
health, age, and family circumstance in this paragraph. 
(Consumer Groups at 38-39.) 

The Commission believes the edits to the rule are unnecessary 
as the rule already implies the customer may not be able to pay 
his/her bill. Further, the Commission believes that 
considerations of health, age, and family circumstance are 
sufficient indication of the kinds of "relevant factors" to be 
considered by the utilities. Therefore, the Consumer Groups' 
recommendation should be denied. 

(40) Paragraph (B) - This paragraph provides that, if the customer 
fails to propose payment terms acceptable to the utility, the 
utility is required to inform the customer and provide 
information regarding the one-sixth plan, one-ninth plan, 
winter heating season plan, and PIPP plus. Staff proposes to 
change the word "arrearage" to the phrase "past due balances." 

(a) With respect to the amendments in this rule 
where the word "arrearage" is changed to the 
words "past due balances," CGO/DEO and Duke 
request guidance as to why this amendment is 
being proposed and how the Commission 
perceives a difference between these 
terminologies, specifically inquiring if there is a 
difference in how the extended payment plans are 
calculated (Duke at 11; CGO/DEO at 5). 

The Commission notes that "arrearages," as 
defined in this Chapter, applies to a PIPP plus 
account balance. Therefore, because this 
paragraph does not apply to PIPP accounts, it 
would be inappropriate to use the term 
"arrearages" in this paragraph. Therefore, we 
find that Staff's proposed revision is appropriate 
and should be adopted. 
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(b) The Consumer Groups note that, given the 
current state of the economy, there is a need for 
greater flexibility in the plan. They recommend 
adding a one-twelfth plan that would require 12 
equal monthly payments on the past due balances 
in addition to a budget payment plan for the 
projected monthly bills. (Consumer Groups at 39-
40.) 

According to Duke, it offers a nine-month 
agreement plan and changing the rules to require 
a 12-month plan would encourage additional 
development of arrearage and enhance the ability 
of a customer to develop debt (Duke at 4-5). CGO 
and AEP Ohio believe the three extended 
payment plans currentiy being offered to 
consumers, along with the PIPP plus program, 
provide sufficient payment options that 
customers can reasonably expect to meet. If a 12-
month plan is implemented, CGO and AEP Ohio 
believe it would cause increased cost for the 
utilities. (CGO Reply at 1-2; AEP Ohio Reply at 3-
4.) DP&L and DEO strongly disagree with the 
Consumer Groups proposal for adding a one-
twelfth plan to the payment plans. DP&L notes 
that the one-ninth plan is very difficult to 
administer and that adding a one-twelfth plan 
based on the same concept would just extend the 
amount of time the customer could build up more 
debt and would lead to greater risk oi 
uncollectible expense for the utility. (DP&L 
Reply at 6-7; DEO Reply at 4.) The FE Companies 
agree, noting that there are no guidelines or 
parameters on the one-twelfth plan to distinguish 
between customers who need additional time and 
customers who would rather save the money and 
pay their utility bill later. (FE Companies Reply 
at 8-10.) 

The Commission encourages the utilities to adopt 
plans designed to assist customers in taking care 
of delinquent balances, and would not prohibit 
utilities from enacting a one-twelfth plan, if they 
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so choose. The Commission, however, believes 
the current required plans are sufficient to act as a 
baseline. Therefore, the Consumer Groups' 
recommendation should be denied. 

(c) In addition to the proposed one-twelfth plan, the 
Consumer Groups recommend language be 
adopted that would limit the payment amount of 
the payment plans to no more than $50 per month 
in addition to current charges (Consumer Groups 
at 39-40). 

Duke strongly opposes the Consumer Groups' 
recommendation, stating that it would encourage 
further development of bad debt and increases in 
the arrearage that a customer must thereafter 
address (Duke Reply at 4-5). AEP Ohio is also 
concerned about the Consumer Groups' proposal, 
since AEP Ohio supports encouraging a customer 
to continue to pay his/her bill in full because it 
enforces the idea of energy efficiency and leads to 
the customer managing his/her usage to lower 
the biU (AEP Ohio Reply at 3-4), DEO and DP&L 
believe this cap would severely limit the ability of 
payment plans to adequately collect arrearages 
and, in many instances, may effectively supersede 
the existing menu of payment plans, while 
lengthening the pay-back period and 
exacerbating the build-up of arrears (DEO Reply 
at 4; DP&L Reply at 6-7). The FE Companies also 
note that the proposed cap may not be enough to 
cover the customer's arrearage, leading to a larger 
build-up of arrears for the customer (FE 
Companies Reply at 8-10). 

The Commission believes the current required 
payment plans sufficiently provide a baseline for 
customers to pay down delinquent balances 
without prolonging the matter for both utilities 
and customers. Therefore, the Commission finds 
that the proposed recommendation from the 
Consumer Groups should be denied. 
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Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-06 - Discormection procedures for 
electric, gas, and natural gas utilities. 

(41) Paragraph (A)(1) - This paragraph provides that there will be 
no disconnections for nonpayment made after 12:30 p.m. on the 
day preceding a day on which all services necessary for the 
customer to arrange, and the utility to perform, reconnection 
are not regularly performed. 

DP&L recommends this section be modified to permit 
discormections up to the time the utility stops offering same-
day reconnections (DP&L at 9). The Consumer Groups oppose 
DP&L's proposal, noting that it may cause customers who are 
discormected to be without service for a longer period of time 
than under the current rule (Consumer Groups Reply at 19-20). 

The Commission believes DP&L's recommendation would 
undermine the intent of the rule, which is to provide people a 
reasonable amount oi time to obtain reconnection on the same 
day they are disconnected. Accordingly, DP&L's 
recommendation should be denied. 

(42) Paragraph (A) (3) (a) - This paragraph provides that each 
customer will have the ability to designate a third party to 
receive notice of a pending disconnection and, if the customer 
has a guarantor, he or she will receive those notices as well. 
Staff proposes to change the word "credit" to "delinquent 
payment reminder." 

The FE Companies do not object to the proposed change oi 
using the term "delinquent payment reminder" notices, rather 
than the term "credit" notices, so long as this change does not 
require the FE Companies to manually send notices that do not 
appear on bills. A manual process would be expensive and 
require significant programming changes. (FE Companies at 
16.) The Consumer Groups also support the proposed change, 
stating that, if a customer has difficulty remembering to pay 
bills and seeks assistance to manage this problem, it is 
appropriate for the utility to provide this de minimis amount of 
assistance. They assert that, ultimately, such notices should 
provide a benefit to customers and guarantors, who may avoid 
late fees or disconnection, as well as the utility, which will 
avoid the costs associated with multiple reminders and 
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disconnection notices, in addition to the cost of discormection. 
(Consumer Groups at 40.) 

The Conunission finds that the language proposed by Staff is 
appropriate and should be adopted. However, in response to 
the concern express by the FE Companies, we clarify that the 
use of the term "delinquent payment reminders" is not 
intended to create a new obligation on the part of the utilities. 

(43) Paragraph (C) - This paragraph provides for the qualifying 
circumstances disallowing disconnection for medically-related 
reasons and the use of a medical certification form. Staff 
proposes to change the rule by posting the medical certification 
form on the Commission's website. 

(a) Duke raises concerns as to whether posting the 
medical certification form on the Commission's 
website would exacerbate the issue of using the 
medical certification option in combination with 
the winter reconnection order, and the PIPP and 
summer crisis applications, eventually leading to 
bills accruing to the point at which customers can 
no longer pay. If the Commission were to 
determine that this provision is necessary, Duke 
proposes, and DP&L agrees, that the availability 
of such certifications be reduced from three to 
two per year in order to reduce inappropriate 
reliance on this option. (Duke at 12; DP&L Reply 
at 7.) The FE Companies agree that making the 
form publicly available on the Commission's 
website will increase the likelihood of abuse, but 
assert that it will also lead to a rise in customer 
confusion on how the form must be submitted 
and the information to be included. The FE 
Companies state that allowing utilities to control 
the medical certification process, including how 
forms are distributed, will prevent this abuse and 
confusion; therefore, the Commission should not 
make this proposed change. (FE Companies at 
16; FE Companies Reply at 3-4.) 

In response, the Consumer Groups assert that, in 
order to avoid confusion as to when certifications 
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should be provided, the form should be provided 
upon request. The Consumer Groups point out 
that the utilities produce no evidence that 
customers have been inappropriately certified. 
They suggest the proposals to maintain the 
current process be rejected, because it leaves the 
utilities in sole control of access to the medical 
certification. (Consumer Groups at 41; Consumer 
Groups Reply at 20-23.) 

The Conunission believes the proposed rules 
adequately represent a balance between 
protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the 
public, and the interest of the utilities to mitigate 
losses due to fraud. The Commission also 
disagrees that making the medical certification 
form available on the website will promote fraud, 
since the form has been publicly available online 
for a number of years. Accordingly, the 
Commission finds that Staff's proposal should be 
adopted. 

(b) The Consumer Groups suggest that a third 
criterion of certification of need be included that 
specifically deals with the danger of 
disconnection to an elderly or handicapped 
person who is a permanent resident of the 
premises. 

The FE Companies claim that the proposed 
language forwarded by the Consumer Groups 
remains ambiguous as no definitions for elderly 
or handicapped are provided and ignores the fact 
that other extended payment options are 
available. As such, this provision requires further 
clarification before adoption. (FE Companies 
Reply at 10.) DP&L notes that the current rules 
already protect elderly and handicapped 
customers and, for these reasons, the Commission 
should reject the Consumer Groups' proposal 
(DP&L Reply at 7). 
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The Commission believes the current rules 
appropriately address medical certification 
applicability, including the protection of the 
elderly and handicapped customers. Therefore, 
we find no need to include the language 
recommended by the Consumer Groups; 
accordingly, their recommendation should be 
denied. 

(44) Paragraph (C)(3)(h) - This paragraph provides that a consumer 
may renew the certification two additional times, 30 days each, 
by providing additional certificates to the utility, with the total 
certification period not exceeding 90 days per household in a 
12-month period. 

As a deterrent to continued abuse, the FE Companies and Duke 
request that the limitation placed on the use of the medical 
certificate be connected to the outstanding balance as opposed 
to an arbitrary 12-month period. The FE Companies request 
language be added stating that, once the customer eliminates 
the arrearages from the total certification period, the customer 
will then be eligible to provide new medical certificates. (FE 
Companies at 17; Duke Reply at 3.) AEP Ohio and Duke agree 
that the likelihood of abuse of such medical certifications 
would increase and, thus, propose that the current allowance 
be taken down to two times within a 12-month period, or three 
times within an 18-month period. AEP Ohio and Duke 
maintain that either lowering the medical certificates which can 
be used or lengthening the time would help prevent customers 
from taking advantage of the rules and keep service without 
paying for it. (AEP Ohio at 3; Duke Reply at 4.) CGO/DEO 
and Duke recommend the customer be required to make any 
missed payment plan amounts required prior to regaining 
eligibility for a medical certificate being issued after the two 
additional times in the 12-month period (CGO/DEO at 5-6; 
Duke Reply at 1). 

The Consimier Groups state the utilities failed to explain how 
curtailing the availability of medical certifications, whether 
from three or two per year or three within 18 months, would 
meet either the statutory or the humane mandate to protect a 
medically vulnerable population. As proposed, the Consumer 
Groups contend the rule has enabled a modest number of Ohio 
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households to avoid health or life threatening conditions; 
therefore, they request that the proposals curtailing that 
protection be rejected. (Consumer Groups Reply at 20-23.) 

The Commission believes the current rules adequately 
represent a balance between protecting the health, safety, and 
welfare of the public, and the interest of the utilities to nutigate 
losses due to fraud. However, in response to the overall 
concerns addressed related to reducing fraudulent activities 
and customers taking advantage of the system, the 
Commission will add a rule to codify the practice of denying 
medical certification to customers with outstanding balances 
related to returned checks. Accordingly, the Commission finds 
the proposed language to be appropriate and it should be 
adopted. 

(45) Paragraph (D)(1) - This paragraph provides how utilities 
should address circumstances when they cannot gain access to 
disconnect service at a particular service location after receiving 
a request for disconnection from the customer of record. 

Vectren requests clarification as to why subsection (D)(1) is 
required, since it addresses disconnection upon the owner's 
refusal for access, which is covered in the entirety of paragraph 
(D) (Vectren at 4). The FE Companies believe the proposed 
rule, as it reads now, limits the types of individuals who could 
block access to disconnect service and the rule should not be as 
limiting. Therefore, the FE Companies reconrmiend amending 
the language to allow the utility to disconnect service in the 
event the property owner or landlord denies access to the 
utility to discormect service, in accordance with the provisions 
of Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-03(1), (FE Companies at 17-18.) 

Contrary to Vectren ir\ference, the Conunission finds that this 
rule is appropriately clarifies the intent of the overall rule. 
However, the Commission finds that the recommendation of 
the FE Companies is reasonable and should be granted. 
Accordingly, the Conunission finds that Ohio Adm,Code 
4901:1-18-06(D)(1) should be revised. 

(46) Paragraph (D)(3) - This paragraph provides that the customer 
of record requesting termination of service will not be 
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financially responsible for the utility service consumed from 
the date of move-out. 

The FE Companies believe this rule would prohibit them from 
seeking payment for service from the customer of record, if the 
customer of record is the one denying access or still lives at the 
premises. The FE Companies recommend amending the 
proposed rule to only allow the customer to be financially 
responsible for the utility service consumed from the date of 
move-out, if that customer is the individual who denied the 
utility's access to disconnect service or continues to reside at 
the premises. (FE Companies at 18.) DP&L notes that this 
proposed rule does not identify the party responsible for 
energy consumed following a customer's move-out date. 
DP&L recommends prohibiting the customer of record 
requesting service termination to be financially responsible for 
the utility service consumed from the date of move-out to the 
discormection of service. (DF&L at 9.) While the Consumer 
Groups applaud Staff for addressing this problem, they suggest 
changing the rule to provide a reasonable means of establishing 
the date on which the tenant vacated the premises, and stating 
that the customer will not be held financially responsible for 
service consumed subsequent to that date (Consumer Groups 
at 41-42). Duke and Vectren also request further clarification 
with regard to who would be responsible for the 10 days in 
between the requested disconnection and the 10-days notice to 
customers, as well as the time after the date of move-out (Duke 
at 11; Vectren at 4). CGO/DEO are concerned that this rule 
does not require the customer to either provide advanced 
notice of the request for disconnection or to cooperate in 
ensuring that the utility gains appropriate access. The rule 
would, arguably, relieve from financial responsibility a 
customer who provided littie to no advance notice, refused to 
provide access, or both. CGO/DEO do not believe that this 
rule provides customers with the appropriate incentives to 
ensure timely discormection of service, but, instead, may 
penalize either the utility or the landlord for customer inaction. 
CGO/DEO recommend rejecting this proposed rule and 
allowing this situation to continue to be covered by the utilities' 
tariffs; however, if the rule is not adopted, CGO/DEO 
recommend it be revise to add appropriate conditions, 
including a timely request and provision of access by the 
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customer. (CGO/DEO at 6; CGO Reply at 2-3; DEO Reply at 
5.) 

Upon consideration of the comments, the Commission finds 
that this paragraph should be revised to refiect that the 
customer of record requesting termination of service will not be 
financially responsible for the service consumed, unless he/she 
was the individual who denied the utility access to disconnect 
service or he/she continues to reside at the premises. 
Moreover, we agree that the utility may require the customer to 
affirm, in writing, the date on which the customer vacated the 
premises. Therefore, the paragraph should be revised; 
however, in all other respects, the corrunenters' requests should 
be denied. 

(47) Paragraph (F) and (F)(1) - Staff proposes to adopt language 
that will enable the landlord/property owner the ability to 
elect to leave the utility service on at a particular service 
location for the landlord/property owner's convenience under 
the provisions of a landlord reversion agreement with the 
utility, 

Vectren requests further clarification of this provision (Vectren 
at 5). The FE Companies state that, while they appreciate the 
codification of the landlord reversion agreement, they oppose 
the burden being on the utility to know the terms of a private 
lease agreement (FE Companies at 18), The Consumer Groups 
believe the utility should be required to disclose the landlord 
reversion agreement to the tenants (Consumer Groups at 42-
43). 

CGO supports the proposed requirement to provide a copy of 
the reversion agreement to the landlord. However, CGO 
believes, and DP&L and DEO agree, that, contrary to the 
Consumer Groups' proposal, it is unnecessary to also require 
utilities to notify tenants that the utility has such an agreement 
with the landlord. DP&L and DEO assert that awareness of 
this relationship may make tenants, or potential tenants, less 
apt to contact the utility for service or to discontinue service. 
(CGO Reply at 3; DP&L Reply at 8; DEO Reply at 5.) Duke 
observes that it may be more appropriate to include a provision 
allowing the landlord/property owner to have such an election 
in Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-17 (Duke at 11). 
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The Commission notes that the practices in this rule are no 
different than the current uncodified practices of the utilities 
relating to landlord reversion agreements. Moreover, we are 
not requiring utilities to have a reversion agreement; however, 
if they have one, this rule sets forth the applicable 
requirements. Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
commenters' concerns are without merit and the language 
should be adopted. 

(48) Paragraph (F)(3) - Staff proposes language that provides that, 
where a new resident becomes a consumer of service that was 
left on by virtue of the landlord/reversion agreement, the 
consumer will be financially responsible for the utility service 
consumed from the date of move-in. 

(a) Vectren requests further clarification of the 
references to the "move-in" date, emphasizing 
particular questions dealing with situations in 
which the tenant does not contact the utility to 
provide personal information and apply for 
service and when there is no verifiable lease 
(Vectren at 4-5). 

In order to alleviate any confusion, the 
Comnussion notes that using the move-in date for 
assessing the responsibility for services is already 
provided for in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-06(E) 
of the proposed rules. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the proposed language is appropriate 
and should be adopted. 

(b) Vectren is concerned that this rule may contradict 
rules pertaining to the responsibility of landlords 
or property owners in the event that no customer 
contact has been made. Vectren asserts that, to 
whatever extent this rule requires the utility to 
interpret or verify a lease agreement, it will add 
an unnecessary burden on the utility and raise 
significant enforcement issues. Vectren believes 
interpreting and verifying leases should remain a 
civil matter between the property owner and 
tenant. (Vectren at 4-5.) Duke agrees that this 
type of relationship is usually outside of the 
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Commission's jurisdiction (Duke at 11). The FE 
Companies assert, and DP&L agrees, that the 
proposed rule would unduly burden the utilities 
and possibly cause greater uncollectible expenses. 
According to the FE Companies, this provision 
places the burden on the utility to know the terms 
of a private lease agreement and to proactively 
determine when the customer of record should 
change from the landlord to the tenant. The FE 
Companies opine that it should be the landlord's 
responsibility to ensure that the tenant has placed 
utility service in the tenant's name, and not that 
of the utility. (FE Comparues at 18-19; DP&L 
Reply at 8-9.) CGO/DEO submit that this 
language seems to allow a landlord to unilaterally 
establish a service relationship between the utility 
and the customer, with the utility having no easy 
way to determine the validity of the request. 
CGO/ DEO believe the landlord should be 
responsible for ensuring that the customer 
contacts the utility and, if the customer fails to do 
so, the landlord's recourse should be to terminate 
service. CGO/DEO contend this rule would 
impose substantial burdens on utilities, requiring 
utilities to obtain and review individual lease 
agreements, develop new systems to account for 
and maintain the leases, and determine the 
validity of the documents. (CGO/DEO at 6-7.) 
DP&L believes the rule implies that it is the 
utility's responsibility to back-bill the usage, 
effective the date of the new customer's lease, 
which is a date known only by the landlord and 
consumer (DP&L at 10). 

The Consumer Groups agree with DP&L that a 
new tenant should be liable for service only after 
establishing an account with the utility. 
However, because this paragraph addresses a 
relationship that affects many low-income 
tenants, the Consumer Groups do not agree with 
CGO/DEO and the FE Companies that it should 
be abandoned entirely. (Consumer Groups Reply 
at 24-25.) The Consumer Groups assert the 
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proposed language improperly makes a new 
tenant liable to the utility for any services used 
between the moment of moving in and the 
establishment of a new customer account; 
however, this matter should strictly be between 
the tenant and landlord. In an effort to remedy 
this issue, the Consumer Groups recommend 
amending the language to provide that the 
consumer will be financially responsible to the 
utility for only the service consumed from the 
date that the tenant establishes an accoimt with 
the utility, (Consumer Groups at 42-43.) 

While the FE Companies agree with the 
Consumer Groups that the paragraph is 
problematic because tenancies often begin with 
no lease and it will be impossible for a utility to 
establish when a tenant has occupied a premise, 
they do not agree with the reconunendation to 
establish service on the date the tenant establishes 
an account with the utility (FE Companies Reply 
at 12). While agreeing with the FE Companies, 
DP&L states that, if this new provision is 
adopted, it believes the Consumer Groups' 
recommendation is reasonable. (DP&L Reply at 
8-9.) 

Upon consideration of the comments, the 
Commission finds that they are without merit and 
should be derued. The Commission recognizes 
that the responsibility for the provision of utility 
services is a negotiated term of the lease contract 
and the responsibility for enforcing this term 
should ultimately fall on the shoulders of the 
parties to the agreement. Thus, if a 
landlord/ property owner believes a tenant 
should pay for services obtained prior to the 
establishment of an account in the tenant's name, 
that should be his/her responsibility to pursue 
and the tenant's resf>onsibility to oppose. As 
stated above, nothing in this rule should be 
interpreted as imposing any responsibilities or 
obligations upon the utilities as it relates to the 
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landlord tenant relationship. Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the proposed language 
should be adopted. 

(49) Paragraph (H) - This paragraph provides the requirements a 
utility must follow when contacted by Staff regarding an 
inquiry concerning disconnections. Staff proposes to change 
the phrase "a pending" to "an imminent" disconnection and 
change the response time from two business days to one 
business day. 

The FE Companies are unaware of any complaints or other 
evidence that would warrant an amendment allowing for the 
required response time to an inquiry concerning an imminent 
disconnection or actual discormection to change from two 
business days to one business day. Since they strive to respond 
to these disconnections as promptly as possible, and such 
change would raise a new administrative burden, the FE 
Companies assert this change should be rejected. (FE 
Companies at 19.) Similarly, DP&L and DEO caution that 
limiting the utility's response time to one business day would 
limit significantly the time needed to investigate and provide a 
sufficient response to Staff. DP&L notes that this is especially 
true during times of the year when the utility experiences peak 
call volumes. (DP&L at 10; DEO Reply at 6.) 

The Conunission is satisfied that the need for inunediate 
attention to matters relating to inuninent disconnection 
warrant the changes to this rule and the commenters have 
failed to provide any information that would persuade us 
otherwise. Therefore, we find that the commenters' requests 
should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-07 - Recoimection of service. 

(50) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides that a utility will 
reconnect service that has been disconnected for nonpayment 
upon payment or proof of payment of the delinquent balance 
stated on the disconnection notice or an amount sufficient to 
cure default. 

The FE Companies propose adding additional amounts related 
to nonpayment of tariffed service that must be paid prior to 
reconnecting service. Specifically, they propose, and DEO 
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agrees, that the paragraph should be amended to read, "[u]pon 
payment or proof of payment of the delinquent amount as 
stated on the disconnection notice plus any amounts for which 
service was not disconnected, but is now past due at the time of 
reconnection***." This addition would allow effective 
collection in times when the amount in arrears that caused the 
disconnection is not the same as the amount in arrears at the 
time of reconnection. The FE Companies state this would give 
utilities more flexibility in pursuing past collection of bills. (FE 
Companies at 19-20; DEO Reply at 6.) DP&L notes that the 
proposed rule, may create significant customer confusion and 
increased collection costs for the utility and suggests that the 
utility should recoimect service that has been discormected for 
nonpayment upon payment or proof of payment of the past 
due balance delinquent amount, or of an amount sufficient to 
cure the default, and applicable recoimection charges (DP&L at 
10). The FE Companies agree with DP&L, stating that utilities 
should be able to collect the entire amount past due when they 
make collection attempts (FE Companies Reply at 4-5). 

The Consumer Groups oppose the revisions suggested by 
DP&L and the FE Companies, because such proposals will only 
make it harder for disconnected customers to achieve 
reconnection due to increased reconnection costs and no receipt 
of disconnection notice stating the amount due for 
reconnection. According to the Consumer Groups, the 
suggested revisions would frustrate the purpose of the rule, i.e., 
that the discormection notice provides the amount needed to be 
paid for reconnection. (Consumer Groups Reply at 25-26.) 

The Commission agrees that the revisions proposed by the 
utilities coizld undermine the intent of the rule, which is to 
make sure customers are properly noticed of all amotmts past 
due. Accordingly, the Commission finds that these proposals 
would be inappropriate and, therefore, the utilities' requests 
should be denied, 

(51) Paragraph (E) - This paragraph, as proposed by Staff, provides 
that, in the case of tampering and unauthorized reconnection of 
service, the utility is not required to reconnect service to the 
customer until the customer has provided satisfactory 
assurance that the fraudulent or tampering act has been 
discontinued and has paid for all charges, fees, and damages 
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resulting from the act. The proposed rule states that there is a 
rebuttable presumption that the person in possession or control 
of the meter is responsible in cases of tampering and 
unauthorized cormection of services, and is the party obligated 
to pay for the service rendered through the meter. 

Vectren believes there are several situations where the 
application of this rule would remain unclear; specifically, if 
the tenant is determined to be in possession of the meter, in 
which he becomes obligated to pay for service consumed. 
Vectren believes this rule requires further clarification with 
regard to the length of time the utility could withhold service 
until all charges have been paid. (Vectren at 5.) While DEO 
does not disagree with Vectren's request for clarification, it 
stresses that the rule should continue to condition the 
restoration of service on the utility's receipt of full payment for 
unauthorized usage and the other items listed in the rule (DEO 
Reply at 6). CGO/DEO suggest a slight modification to make 
the language of this rule more accurate by clarifying that it is 
the person in possession or control of the premise that is served 
who is obligated. With this modification, CGO/DEO support 
the adoption of tius rule. (CGO/DEO at 7.) 

Upon review of the various comments, the Commission agrees 
that a distinction should be drawn so that a property owner 
carmot avoid liability by leasing the property to another party, 
and yet, a subsequent tenant will not be held liable for the 
actions of the previous tenant. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the proposed rule should be revised to incorporate 
the necessary clarification. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-08 - Landlord-tenant provisions. 

(52) Paragraph (E)(1) - This rule provides that a utility shall not 
disconnect service to a master-metered premise, or to a single-
occupancy dwelling, where utilities are included in the rent, 
when certain circumstances are present, e.g., the tenant delivers 
the utility a written notice, under R.C. 5321.07, signed by 50 
percent or more of the tenants. 

The Consumer Groups note that the rules provide for two 
Options that tenants can use to avoid loss of or to regain service: 
escrow the rent; or pay the landlord's current charges. They 
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state that, although they are unaware of any data as to how 
often these two options are being used, they believe that such 
options are not being used to their full potential. Therefore, 
with the goal of making the escrow provision more realistic, 
they propose reducing the number of tenants required from 50 
percent to the lesser of 20 tenants or 25 percent of those tenants. 
(Consumer Groups at 44-45.) 

DP&L disagrees with the Consumer Groups' reconmiendation 
and suggests leaving the wording as originally drafted, since 
most of these dwellings are typically smaller, having three to 
eight residents. DP&L adds that, with the proposed changes, a 
dwelling of four or less residents would require only one 
signature on the form. (DP&L Reply at 9.) 

Initially, the Conunission notes that this rule has been in affect 
for many years. We believe this rule adequately protects the 
interests of both the consumers and the utilities. Thus, the 
Conunission finds that the existing rule is appropriate and 
should not be revised. Therefore, the Consumer Groups' 
proposal should be denied. 

(53) Paragraph (H) - This paragraph provides that the 
landlord/owner of the premises should provide the utility an 
accurate list specifying individual mailing addresses of each 
unit served at the master-metered premises. 

Since DP&L does not record or track individual premise 
addresses associated with a master-metered account, DP&L 
reconunends these lists only be provided upon the utility's 
request (DP&L at 11). The Consumer Groups oppose DP&L's 
reconunended language (Consumer Groups Reply at 26-28). 

The Commission finds that DP&L's change is unnecessary, as 
the current rule adequately addresses the procedures for 
noticing the utility of tenants residing in master-metered 
premises. Therefore, DP&L's request should be denied. 

(54) Paragraph (K) - This paragraph provides the steps a utility 
must take when a customer, who is a property owner, landlord, 
or agent of a property owner, requests discormection of service 
when residential tenants reside at the prerruses. The rule 
requires the utility to give the tenant a 10-day shut-off notice. 
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The Consumer Groups propose the required notice be 
expanded fiom 10 to 30 days. While notice is essential, the 
experience of many of the Consumer Groups has been that 10 
days is inadequate. Additionally, because the Ohio landlord-
tenant law, R.C. 5321.17, requires a landlord to give at least 30-
days notice to terminate a month-to-month tenancy, and this 
rule already provides that the owner is responsible for the cost 
of service during the notice period, this presents no additional 
expense to the utility. (Consumer Groups at 45.) 

CGO does not believe expanding the required notice period 
from 10 to 30 days is warranted, arguing that the current 10-
day notice period provides the residential tenant with sufficient 
time to place the utility service in his/her name. CGO further 
notes that expanding the notice period would only increase the 
landlord's burden, since he/she would not be liable for all 
utility service consumed during the extended notice period. 
{CGO Reply at 3-4.) Likewise, DP&L disagrees with the 
Consumer Groups' proposal as property owners already 
express concern over having to provide a 10-day notice and 
extending this timeframe to 30 days would require property 
owners to pay for additional service used by their tenant and 
may discourage property owners from using landlord/tenant 
agreements (DP&L Reply at 9). DEO also disagrees, stating 
that the current 10-day notice period provides the residential 
tenant with sufficient time to place the utility service in his/her 
name, and expanding the notice period would make the 
landlord liable for utility service consumed during the 
incremental, extended period. (DEO Reply at 7.) 

The Commission finds that the request by the Consumer 
Groups to extend the notice period to 30 days is not 
substantiated and the rule strikes the appropriate balance for 
protecting the interests of the utilities and the property owners 
or tenants. Therefore, we conclude that the request should be 
denied. 

(55) Paragraph (L) - This paragraph provides circumstances in 
which the utility will not be found to have violated these rules, 
including using reasonable efforts and customers 
misrepresenting the status of the customer as the property 
owner, the landlord, the agent of a property owner or a tenant. 
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The Consumer Groups propose that the required notice be 
expanded from 10 to 30 days for the same reasons provided for 
paragraph (K) above (Consumer Groups at 45). 

The Commission finds that the Corisumer Groups' request is 
unfounded and should be denied. 

(56) Appendices A, B, and C - These appendices contain notice 
forms to be used in conjunction with this rule, which include a 
statement that, for additional assistance, the tenant may wish to 
contact his/her own attorney, local tenant organizations, local 
bar associations, or Ohio state legal services associations. 

DP&L reconunends the Conunission provide the local tenant 
and local bar association information that it wishes DP&L 
include with the appendices, DP&L would like to see these 
sections written in a way that would allow for a single notice 
that did not require modification from one locality to the next. 
DP&L notes it is unduly burdensome to track and provide local 
tenant organization and local bar association contact 
information for all localities within its service territory. (DP&L 
at 11.) 

The Commission finds that DP&L's request is without merit. 
These appendices are not new and have been required for 
many years. Moreover, contrary to DP&L's assertions, the 
information suggested can be easily found from local sources, 
which DP&L has access to. Therefore, we conclude that the 
request should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-10 - Insufficient reasons for refusing 
service or for disconnecting service. 

{57) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides that a utility may not 
refuse service or discormect service for failure to pay for service 
furnished to a former customer, unless the former customer 
and the new applicant for service continue to be members of 
the same household. 

The Consumer Groups argue this paragraph should be made 
identical to the language in R.C. 4933.12(B), which states: "[t]he 
company shall not refuse to furnish gas on account of 
arrearages due it for gas furnished to persons formerly 
receiving services at the premises as customers of the company, 
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provided the former customers are not continuing to reside at 
the premises." (Consumer Groups at 46.) 

Initially, the Commission notes that this is not a new rule and 
has been in place for years. We believe that the current 
application of the rule comports with R.C. 4933.12(B) and 
appropriately balances the needs of innocent third parties to 
obtain service in situations where they have moved into 
premises where someone has defaulted on a bill, as well as 
those individuals who have defaulted on their bills. 
Accordingly, the Commission concludes that the request by the 
Consumer Groups is unfounded and should be denied. 

(58) Paragraph (C) - This paragraph provides that a utitity may not 
refuse service or discormect service for failure to pay any 
amount that is in bona fide dispute. Where the customer has 
filed a formal complaint or when a customer has registered a 
complaint with the Commission's call center the utility shall 
not disconnect service, if the customer pays either the 
undisputed portion of the bill, if it is known or can reasonably 
be determined, or the amount billed for the same billing period 
in the previous year. 

The FE Companies recommend amending this language to 
explain that a bona fide dispute does not apply to bills 
rendered after the date the customer has registered a complaint 
with the Commission's call center or filed a formal complaint. 
They explain that, because customers often refuse to pay 
current charges owed when a complaint is made, these 
amounts remain uncollectible for the duration of the formal 
dispute process, which can last for more than a year. (FE 
Companies at 20-21.) 

The Consumer Groups disagree and oppose the rule revision, 
arguing the rule already states the obvious problem that the 
portion of the bill in dispute may not be known or reasonably 
determined. They believe the current rule sufficiently 
addresses the situations that involve the making of a complaint 
and the payment of an undisputed amount on a bill. 
(Consumer Groups at 46-47.) 

The Commission finds that the current rules of procedure allow 
for an appropriate determination of the facts in a given case. 
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which permits the Conunission to make whatever orders it 
deems necessary to best protect the interests of the parties 
involved. Therefore, we conclude that the recommendation of 
the FE Companies is without merit and should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-12 - Percentage of income payment 
plan plus program eligibility for gas utility service. 

(59) Paragraph (D)(1) - This paragraph provides that a customer 
must provide proof of eligibility of the household income at 
least once every 12 months. Staff proposes to change the word 
"anniversary" to "reverification" for purposes of the 12-month 
cut-off date. 

(a) While CGO/ DEO support the changes in 
subsection (D)(1) and (D)(2) with regards to the 
use of the terms "anniversary date" and 
"reverification date," CGO/DEO contend that the 
definitions of "PIPP plus anniversary date" and 
"PIPP plus reverification date" were not changed 
and, therefore, conflict with the revised rules in 
subsections (D)(1) and (D)(2). CGO/DEO 
recommend that the revisions to (D)(1) and (D)(2) 
should control, and that the definitions should be 
updated, to eliminate the coriflict. (CGO/DEO at 
7-8.) 

The Consumer Groups support this rule change 
to the extent that the annual reverification 
requirement will no longer need to coincide with 
a customer's anniversary date. This change 
should make it easier for customers to reverify 
eligibility for PIPP plus when they apply for other 
utility assistance programs. However, the 
Consumer Groups observe that ODSA's proposed 
rules include definitions for the PIPP plus aruiual 
verification date and the PIPP plus reverification 
date. To help promote consistency between the 
gas and electric PIPP plus rules, the Consumer 
Groups encourage the Commission to incorporate 
the definitions for the PIPP plus annual 
verification date and the PIPP plus reverification 
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date reflected in the proposed ODSA rules. 
(Consumer Groups at 2-5.) 

As set forth previously in this Order, in our 
consideration of the definitions in Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-18-01, the Commission has 
clarified the definitions of "anniversary date" and 
"reverification date." Therefore, we find that the 
issues raised by the conunenters have been 
addressed and, to the extent their requests herein 
extend beyond our revisions, their requests 
should be denied. 

(b) The Consumer Groups also recommend that this 
paragraph be amended to provide customers 
with a mirumum of 90 days after the annual 
verification date to reverify income before being 
dropped from the PIPP plus program, citing that 
there are no indications that customers who have 
not timely reverified their income are not paying 
their monthly utility biUs (Consumer Groups at 2-
5). 

DEO disagrees with the Consumer Groups' 
reconunendation, noting that they fail to account 
for the likely fact that customers' improved 
performance and understanding is because the 
recently adopted rules are working. DEO states 
that, because the rules were just adopted and 
seem to be working as plaimed, there is no need 
to change them at this time. (DEO Reply at 7-8.) 

The Commission agrees that the request by the 
Consumer Groups is unfounded. The Consumer 
Groups do not point out any data indicating that 
a longer time frame is needed. Therefore, the 
Conunission finds that their recommendation 
should be denied. 

(60) Paragraph (D)(2) - This paragraph provides that the customer 
must be current on his/her income-based PIPP plus payments 
at the customer's PIPP plus armiversary date to be eligible to 
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remain on PIPP plus for the next 12 months, and also provides 
guidance as to what constitutes a missed payment. 

The Consumer Groups suggest the Commission adopt ODSA's 
proposed definition of "anniversary date" for the gas PIPP 
rules. (Consumer Groups at 7.) 

As we stated previously, in our consideration of the definition 
of the "PIPP Plus anniversary date," in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-
18-01, the Commission has clarified the definitions of 
"anniversary date." Therefore, we find that the issue raised by 
the Consumer Groups has been addressed and, to the extent 
their request extends beyond our revisions, their request 
should be denied. 

(61) Paragraph (D)(3) - This paragraph provides the necessary-
payments a customer must make to reenroll in PIPP plus, once 
being disconnected due to nonpayment. In addition to the 
nonpayment. Staff proposes to adopt language that would also 
include "not meeting the terms of the program," such as failure 
to reverify or bring the account current upon the armiversary 
date, as a reason for being dropped from the PIPP plus 
program. Staff proposes requiring the payment of monthly 
charges for any months the customer was not enrolled in the 
program but maintained service, less any payments made by 
the customer, in addition to missed PIPP plus payments before 
the customer can reeru-oll. 

(a) Duke notes that the proposed change appears to 
suggest that a utility will be required to create 
charges to customers for months when the 
customer has not received service. Duke 
maintains that this is an ur\fair change to the 
customer and the enactment of such a 
requirement will require significant system 
changes for Duke. Duke is not able to create an 
installment payment for a month when there is no 
usage or active service for a customer. 
Additionally, Duke requests clarification as to 
whether all reasons for removal will necessitate 
usage charges for the time the customer is not on 
the PIPP plus program. (Duke at 3.) 
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The Conunission finds that Duke's 
recommendation is without merit. The 
Commission notes that customers currently are, 
and wiU still be, required to pay PIPP plus 
installments for those months in which the 
customers were disconnected. We believe that 
the revisions to this paragraph bring this rule into 
alignment with ODSA's proposed Ohio 
Adm.Code 122:5-3-02(H)(l)(a). 

(b) The Consumer Groups assume that it is not the 
intent of this paragraph to require customers to 
be responsible for paying both their current bill 
and the PIPP plus bill for months in which they 
are not erurolled in PIPP plus; however, the 
proposed rule can be interpreted to include 
payment of both bills. The Consumer Groups 
recommend the paragraph be clarified to reflect 
that PIPP plus customers who have been dropped 
from the PIPP plus program due to nonpayment 
or not meeting the terms of the program, "and 
who were otherwise eligible for PIPP plus," may 
reenroll in the program after making all missed 
PIPP plus payments. In addition, they suggest 
adding language defining missed PIPP plus 
payments to include any default amount that was 
owed when the customer was removed from 
PIPP plus, and providing that, if the customer 
continued to maintain service during the time 
he/she was off PIPP plus, the customer shall pay 
the utility the difference between any payments 
made and the PIPP plus installment amounts that 
would have been owed had the customer 
remained on PIPP plus, from the time of 
eru-ollment or the PIPP reverification date, up 
until reenrollment. (Cor\sumer Groups at 8-10.) 

The Commission finds that, if adopted in total, 
the definition proposed by the Consumer Groups 
would change the intent of the rule; therefore, it is 
not reasonable and their request should be 
denied. However, we agree that, to clarify the 
language, the phrase "who were otherwise 
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eligible for PIPP plus" should be inserted into this 
paragraph and the rule should be revised 
accordingly. 

(62) Paragraph (E) - This paragraph provides that the utility must 
provide the customer with PIPP plus literature outlining 
minimum requirements, such as monthly payment, service 
address, and nonrecurring fees upon eru-ollment and 
reverification in PIPP plus. 

While the Consumer Groups do not oppose the proposal, they 
contend the PIPP plus literature should be provided to 
customers when they enroU in PIPP plus and literature should 
be amended to include helpful iriformation about any missed 
payments and the amount of arrearage credits provided in the 
previous 12 months (Consumer Groups at 21). 

The Commission finds that the change proposed by the 
commenter is unnecessary; therefore, the request should be 
denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-13 - Payment requirements for 
percentage of income payment plan plus customers. 

(63) Paragraph (A)(1) - This paragraph provides the calculatiorxs 
that will be applied to determine the amounts each customer 
will be billed during the billing cycle by the utility, which, for a 
PIPP plus customer, is six percent of his/her household income 
or $10.00, whichever is greater. 

The Consumer Groups recommend the paragraph be aligned 
with the existing, not the proposed, ODSA rule. They state that 
Staff did not evaluate the affordability of the $10.00 mirumum 
PIPP plus payment on zero-income customers or its impact on 
disconnection of utility service. (Consumer Groups at 19.) 

CGO and DEO oppose the Consumer Groups' proposal, 
contending that, contrary to the Consumer Groups' comment, 
the $10.00 minimum payment has not proven to be an excessive 
burden for gas utility customers to pay and it is reasonable. 
The rule, as written, allows customers to receive forgiveness, in 
the form of incentive credits, from the start of their eruollment. 
(CGO Reply at 4; DEO Reply at 8.) 
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Initially, the Conunission notes that this is not a new rule, as it 
has been in effect for many years. Moreover, we find that this 
paragraph aligns with ODSA's proposed Ohio Adm.Code 
122:5-3-02(C). Therefore, we conclude that the 
recommendation of the Consumer Groups is unfounded and 
should be denied. 

(64) Paragraph (C)(2) - As proposed by Staff, this paragraph has 
been amended to set forth how any money provided on a 
monthly basis by a public or private agency would be credited 
to a customer's arrearages. Moreover, Staff proposes that, if 
such monies result in a credit balance and the account is 
finaled, the utility shall refund the credit balance to the 
customer. 

Duke requests clarification with respect to what type of 
payment is considered a monthly utility allowance. Duke also 
raises concerns regarding the possibility of significant delay 
and costs for implementation if the proposed change was 
enacted. (Duke at 4.) Vectren agrees that the proposed rule 
would require an unnecessary and additional burden to inquire 
into who actually submitted the payment, in order to 
determine the party who will be refunded the credit balance of 
the utility allowance (Vectren at 6). CGO/DEO note that, while 
their systems are progranuned to track payments made on 
behalf of customers, they do not currentiy have the ability to 
identify payments made by other entities, including churches 
or other private groups. If a workable system would even be 
possible, CGO/DEO state it would require extensive 
programming and costs to establish entirely new system 
capabilities in order to comply with this rule. CGO/DEO also 
raise concerns that this rule would encourage customers to not 
inform providers whether continued assistance remains 
necessary, given the possibility that unnecessary assistance will 
be converted to a cash payment. (CGO/DEO at 8.) 

Initially, the Consumer Groups recommended revisions to this 
paragraph. However, in their replies, they reconunend that, 
upon reading the various comments submitted, the revisions 
proposed by Staff should be rejected. Given the apparent 
expense of reprogramming the computers, the difficulty of 
ascertaining which third-party utility payments come from, 
and the few customer accounts that would be affected, the 
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proposed rule has little benefit. (Cor\sumer Groups at 21-22; 
Consumer Groups Reply at 3-4.) 

The Commission finds that the commenters' recoinmendations 
are well-made; therefore, the paragraph should be revised to 
clarify the language regarding money provided on a monthly 
basis and the language regarding refund of the credit balance 
should be deleted. 

(65) Paragraph (D) - Staff proposes language providing that any 
overpayment of PIPP plus or Graduate PIPP plus payments 
shall be applied to future PIPP plus or Graduate PIPP plus 
payments once any default balance has been paid. 

Vectren believes that the requirement may have a negative 
impact on customers to the extent it affects the on-time 
incentive. If an overpayment is applied to the next installment 
and the application of that payment pays the next installment 
in full, the customer will not receive an incentive credit for that 
next payment because no payment is due. Moreover, the 
proposal negates the intent of the PIPP plus rules to encourage 
consistent monthly payments. CGO/DEO note that this 
section would essentially allow customers to prepay their PIPP 
obligations. Vectren and CGO/DEO believe this change would 
require significant costs and time to implement. (Vectren at 6; 
CGO/DEO at 8-9.) 

The Consumer Groups suggest the rule be clarified to 
encourage customers to prepay to prevent defaults and to 
reward the prepayment with the appropriate arrearage 
crediting (Consumer Groups Reply at 7-8). 

Contrary to the concerns raised by Vectren, the Conunission 
does not believe this rule will interfere with customers' 
incentive credits. The Commission finds that customers should 
not be penalized for paying early. Furthermore, we note that 
this proposed rule is in alignment with ODSA's rules, as 
overpayments oi electric PIPP plus payments are applied to 
future payments. Therefore, the Commission finds that the 
concerns raised by Vectren and CGO/DEO are unfounded and 
their request should be denied. 
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Corrunents on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-14 - Incentive programs for 
percentage of income payment plan plus and graduate percentage of income 
payment plan plus customers. 

(66) Paragraph (A) - This paragraph provides that PIPP plus and 
Graduate PIPP plus customers will be provided the incentive of 
a reduction in their outstanding arrearages in return for 
making "timely" payments. Staff proposes to insert the word 
"on-time," rather than "timely" into the phrase and change the 
phrase "time of reverification" to "anniversary date." 

In preparing for the 2008 rule changes. Staff instructed the 
utilities to program their systems to require such payments by 
the due date stated on the bills. CGO/DEO specifically 
requested they be perrrutted to count such payments as on time 
if received before the next bill was generated, but such requests 
were denied. CGO/DEO note that, only two-and-a-half years 
after implementing such changes, unwinding these changes 
would require substantial technology resources and would be 
wasteful given such recent history. While CGO/DEO do not 
support this revision, they note that, to he consistent, the 
introductory section should reflect the language on-time 
payment (CGO/DEO at 9.) Duke recommends the change 
referring to "on-time" payments be omitted, since the change 
would set a poor precedent for when the customer leaves the 
PIPP plus program and will then be subject to normal late fees 
when the customer does not pay by the due date on the bill 
(Duke at 4). 

Upon review, the Commission agrees that the inttoductory 
section should be revised to refer to "on-time" payments. As to 
the commenters' proposal that this paragraph be eliminated, 
we note that the insertion of this paragraph is in aligrunent 
with ODSA's rule of on-time payment. Therefore, we find that 
the concerns of the commenters are unfounded and their 
request should be denied. 

(67) Paragraph (B) - As proposed by Staff, this paragraph provides 
that, if a PIPP plus customer's account balance becomes a credit 
balance, the customer will no longer be eligible for incentive 
credits until such time the account balance is no longer a credit. 
Furthermore, it provides that, if the credit is not a result of any 
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incentive credit, the credit balance may be refunded to the 
customer upon request. 

Vectren agrees with the intent supporting this proposed rule, 
but requests further clarification regarding the reporting and 
system updates, specifically regarding the time frame for 
determining the credit balance, i.e., when the bill is generated 
or when the payment is made, and the treatment of accrued 
delta credits. Vectren believes the proposed change would 
result in significant costs and time and suggests it not be 
adopted. Vectten also believes that the "result of an incentive 
credit" language remains vague and may create a labor-
intensive, manual process to detennine how the credit balance 
was created for refunds. Vectten believes there should be a 
time-frame or dollar-amount parameters in place in order to 
make a determination of whether the credit is the result of 
incentive credits to prevent this possibility. (Vectren at 7.) 

CGO/DEO note that, while this rule applies to customers who 
voluntarily leave PIPP and reenroll after 12 months, they 
reconunend this rule subject customers to the requirements of 
either Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-15(E) or (F), depending on 
how long the customer was absent from the PIPP program. 
CGO/DEO also propose a simpler alternative to avoid the 
problem of accounting for customers who develop credit 
balances, in which utilities, upon enrollment or reverification, 
review the established PIPP payment and compare it to a 
projected 12-month budget payment, and permit the customer 
to pay the lesser of the two amounts as his/her monthly PIPP 
payment for the entire 12-month period. (CGO/DEO at 9-10.) 

Additionally, Duke requests clarification with respect to 
whether or not Graduate PIPP credits are to be applied to a gas 
rider whereas regular PIPP plus credits are to be refunded to 
the electtic customer; thus, confirming that the Commission 
wishes to treat them differently. Duke also requests that the 
Conunission provide guidance with regard to the incentive 
credits; at present, Duke does not apply arrears or delta 
incentive credits that will result in a customer credit balance. 
(Duke at 4.) 

The Consumer Groups indicate that the term "incentive credit" 
should be defined in this section. They believe the provision 
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that requires a utility to remove a customer from PIPP plus if 
the customer has a credit refunded is not clear. They 
acknowledge that CGO/DEO offered a good recommendation 
for placing a customer on the lower of a budget bill payment or 
a PIPP plus payment for the upcoming year at the time of 
enrollment or reverification. The Consumer Groups 
recommend the rule be modified to reflect that customers are 
not automatically removed from PIPP plus as a result of a 
credit balance. (Consumer Groups Reply at 8.) 

Duke disagrees with the CGO/DEOs' recommendation with 
respect to the option of comparing the PIPP payment with a 
budget bill payment and allowing the customer to pay the 
lesser of the two amoiints. In the alternative, Duke 
recommends the customer be removed from PIPP plus and 
placed on a budget billing plan per the customer's wishes. 
(Duke Reply at 2.) 

Upon consideration of the comments, the Conunission finds 
that the concerns raised are without merit. However, we agree 
that the language should be clarified to reflect that, if the credit 
is not a result of any incentive credit, "any PIPP plus payment" 
credit balance may be refunded to the customer upon request. 
In addition, the paragraph should include Graduate PIPP plus 
customers, as requested by Duke. However, in aU other 
respects, the recorrunendations are denied. 

(68) Paragraph (C) - Staff proposes language providing that, at the 
completion of the Graduate PIPP plus plan, the utility shall 
review the account to determine if a credit balance appears 
and, if the credit balance is a result of incentive credits as 
outlined in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-14(A), the utility shall 
apply those credits as an offset to the PIPP plus rider. 

Vectten requests clarification as to what specifically requires 
review for the credit balances for Graduate PIPP, as indicated 
in this proposed rule, in addition to the time frame such a 
review will be required. Vectten also believes that "credit 
balance is a result of incentive credits" needs further 
clarification. (Vectten at 7-8.) 

Initially, the Conunission notes that the review shall be for the 
months that the customer was enrolled on Graduate PIPP plus 
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and the credit balance obtained while on Graduate PIPP plus 
shall be reviewed to determine if incentive credits were given 
during such time period. If incentive credits, which are defined 
in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-14(A), were issued during the 
time period reviewed, such credits will be credited to the rider 
and not refunded to the customer. Therefore, the Conmiission 
finds that the language, as proposed by Staff, is appropriate 
and Vectten's concerns are without merit. Therefore, Vectten's 
request should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-15 - General percentage of income 
payment plan plus provisions. 

(69) Paragraphs (E) and (F) - As proposed by Staff, these 
paragraphs provide the provisions governing the actions the 
utility may take against customers who have erurolled or 
reenrolled in the PIPP plus program. 

Duke asserts that the proposed changes to this rule are subject 
to significant differences in interpretation and should be 
addressed; specifically, regarding the unspecified time frames 
applicable to the rule and the administtative burden of 
following a customer for multiple years, multiple addresses, 
and different types oi service to calculate what the customer 
owes. Duke also contends that clarification of the regulatory 
distinction between voluntarily leaving the PIPP plus program 
and being removed for other reasons would be necessary. 
(Duke at 5.) CGO/DEO recommend incorporating language in 
order to protect the customer from potentially owing more 
than the total account balance (CGO/DEO at 10). 

The Consumer Groups request clarification as to the intent of 
this new language, since the requirements for reerurolling in 
PIPP plus appear to already be specified in Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-18-12(D)(2) and (3) and 122:5-3-03(C)(l). They assert the 
rules should provide that former PIPP plus customers who 
reeruroll within 12 months do not have to pay missed PIPP plus 
payments that exceed the level of the arrearages. (Consumer 
Groups at 10.) 

The Commission finds that Staff's proposal to address the issue 
of customers who want to go on and off of PIPP plus when it is 
advantageous to do so by paying less than the installment 
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amount owed is appropriate. However, in light of the concerns 
raised by the commenters, the Commission finds that the 
language in paragraph (E) should be revised to clarify that the 
paragraph applies to a PIPP plus customer who voluntarily 
leaves PIPP plus, and who was otherwise eligible for PIPP plus. 
In addition, paragraph (F) should be revised to clarify that it 
applies to a PIPP plus customer who voluntarily leaves PIPP 
plus, with no outstanding arrearages and who was otherwise 
eligible for PIPP plus, and that the outstanding balance refers 
to the arrearages at the time he/she left the PIPP plus program. 
With these clarifications, the Commission finds that Staff's 
proposal should be adopted. 

(70) Paragraph (G) - Staff proposes language concerning post PIPP 
plus, requiring that the utility offer, on the final bill, a payment 
agreement for PIPP plus customers with arrearages who are 
closing their utility account due to: moving beyond the utility's 
service territory; transferring to a residence where utility 
service is not in the former PIPP plus customer's name; or 
moving to a master-metered residence. The proposal states 
that the monthly payment shall be no more that the total 
accumulated arrearage divided by 60 and, each time the former 
PIPP plus customer makes his/her payment by the due date, 
the utility shall reduce the account arrearage by one-twelfth. 
Finally, Staff proposes that the payment agreement be available 
to the former PIPP plus customer for 12 months from the time 
the account finals. 

(a) Duke notes that, if the customer is not active on 
post PIPP plus until prior utility arrears are paid 
in full, the customer is not billed after his/her 
final bill is generated; thus, there is no due date 
by which payments would be due. Duke requests 
clarification as to whether total accumulated 
arrearage would be sttictly PIPP plus arrearage. 
(Duke at 5.) Vectten notes that the proposed rule, 
focusing on the definition of "like accounts" in 
Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-01, would result in the 
customer having no reason to pay post PIPP if 
PIPP plus balances could not be ttansferred. In 
addition, Vectren believes the proposal would 
result in significant costs and time in order to 
implement the system modifications necessary to 
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comply, which are not warranted based on the 
average arrearage amounts. Vectten is also 
unclear how to implement the new plan as the 
rule does not address several issues, including 
how to calculate the one-twelfth incentive. 
(Vectten at 8.) 

Consistent with our previous finding, upon 
consideration of Vectten's concern as to the 
defirution of "like accounts" the Conunission 
finds that it is well-made and, therefore, the 
definition has been deleted from Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-18-01. However, in all other respects, the 
Corrunission finds that the issues raised by Duke 
and Vectten are without merit and should be 
denied. 

(b) The Consumer Groups support the creation of a 
post PIPP plus payment plan that would allow 
former PIPP plus customers to bring their old 
accounts current through a combination of 
arrearage payments and arrearage reductions 
conditioned on timely payments. However, they 
request clarification as to whether any former 
customers would be permitted to pay less than 
the total accumulated arrearage divided by 60, 
since the language "no more than" suggests a 
range rather than an exact amount. In addition, 
they request clarification of the payment amount, 
because the amount of customer payment 
specified in the rule indicates that the payment 
must be at least one-sixtieth of the customer's 
arrearages. The Consumer Groups note that the 
proposed language regarding the reduction of the 
arrearage amount by one-twelfth of each timely 
payment has led to a lot of confusion; therefore, if 
the 12-month plan is retained, the provision 
should be clarified to require 12 monthly 
payments that begin from the date the first bill is 
sent to the customer with the new post PIPP 
payment. (Cor\sumer Groups at 10-12.) 
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The Conunission notes, tn response to these 
concerns, that the post PIPP plus program is 
offered on the customer's final bill and is only 
available in the 12 months immediately after a 
PIPP plus account is closed. This clarification is 
consistent with the electtic post PIPP plus 
program. Therefore, upon consideration of the 
recommendations by the Consumer Groups, the 
Commission finds that they are unfounded and 
should be denied. 

(c) CGO/DGO recommend that, rather that the total 
accumulated arrearage being divided by 60 to 
determine the monthly payment, it should be no 
more than the customer's former monthly PIPP 
Pius payment (CGO/DEO at 11). 

Duke opposes CGO/ DEO's recommendation 
stating that it would require significant system 
changes for Duke (Duke Reply at 2). The 
Coiisumer Groups disagree with CGO/DEOs' 
position because it would cause great hardship to 
low-income post PIPP plus customers, whose 
ability to make both a current payment and the 
former PIPP plus arrearage payment 
simultaneously is limited (Consumer Groups 
Reply at 4-6). 

Initially, the Commission notes that this 
paragraph, as proposed by Staff, mirrors ODSA's 
electtic post PIPP plus program that Duke 
currentiy offers its customers. Therefore, we 
agree that the request by CGO/DEO is without 
merit and should be denied. 

(d) The Consumer Groups contend that the 12-month 
limitation is not in the public interest because the 
time period is overly resttictive and discourages 
customers from making repayments after 12 
months that would ultimately help reduce the 
cost of PIPP plus. They submit that the time for 
repayment should be extended to 24 or even 36 
months in order to enable more customers to 
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successfully complete these payments and 
provide additional revenues to reduce the cost of 
the PIPP plus program. (Consumer Groups at 10-
12.) 

Duke disagrees with recommendatiorrs by the 
Corisumer Groups, noting that the current 
program prevents electtic utilities from being able 
to collect an unpaid electtic installment for 12 
months and increasing that timeframe would 
place an extta financial burden on electtic utilities 
(Duke Reply at 4). DEO also disagrees with the 
Consumer Groups' stating that the 12-month 
timeframe should be adopted, because it is the 
same period allowed for Graduate PIPP plus, and 
customers should not be given an extended 
period of time to pay arrearages beyond 12 
months. (DEO Reply at 9.) 

The Corrunission finds that, given the incentives 
available while enrolled on PIPP plus, customers 
should have little to no accumulated arrears. 
Therefore, we believe that 12 months is sufficient 
time to pay off arrears after leaving a utility's 
service territory. Accordingly, we find that the 
recommendation by the Consumer Groups is 
without merit and should be denied. 

Comments on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-16 - Graduate percentage of income 
payment plan plus program. 

(71) Paragraph (G) - This paragraph sets forth the calculation 
regarding what the Graduate PIPP plus customer will be billed. 
Under this paragraph, the calculation is for the 12 billing cycles 
following eru:ollment in the program. 

With a goal of enabling more customers to successfully 
complete the Graduate PIPP plus plan, the Consumer Groups 
recommend the amount of time customers can be on the 
Graduate PIPP plus program be expanded. They assert that, 
because enrollment in Graduate PIPP plus occurs 
automatically, many customers may not be well informed 
about the significance of those initial 12 months in discharging 
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all PIPP plus debt. Therefore, Corrunission should require Staff 
to evaluate the impact of expanding the eligibility for Graduate 
PIPP plus to at least 18 months after the customer is no longer 
eligible for PIPP plus. (Consumer Groups at 22-24.) 

CGO and DEO support the current 12-month duration of the 
Graduate PIPP plus program and argue that increasing the 
duration of the program to 18 months would allow customers 
that have exceeded the income qualification to extend the time 
of forgiveness; thus, resulting in an increase to the ratepayers' 
burden and reduction of customer responsibility (CGO Reply 
at 5; DEO Reply at 9). 

The Commission finds that, given the incentives while enrolled 
on PIPP plus, 12 months is a sufficient amount of time to pay to 
be eruroUed on Graduate PIPP plus. Therefore, we conclude 
that the reconunendation by the Consumer Groups is 
unfounded and should be denied. 

Conunents on Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-17 - Removal from or termination of 
customer participation in the percentage of income payment plan plus. 

(72) Paragraph (C) - Staff proposes language providing that a 
utility shall terminate a customer's participation in PIPP plus or 
Graduate PIPP plus when it is determined by the utility that 
the customer was fraudulently enrolled in the program or 
when the customer is found to be noncompliant by ODSA. 
Staff's proposal sets forth a calculation to be used in 
determining how much the customer is required to pay in this 
situation. In addition, this proposal provides that the customer 
shall not be eligible to participate in PIPP plus. Graduate PIPP 
plus, or receive any associated benefits for 24 months. 

Duke contends the proposed changes woiald make the 
paragraph unclear with regard to the proper calculation, 
stating that it differs from what is currently in place in Ohio 
Adm.Code 4901:1-18-16, which provides tiiat the difference 
between the income-based payment and the actual bill should 
be used. Duke also requests the Commission clarify the second 
to last sentence; specifically, requesting guidance as to whether 
the customer is required to be off PIPP plus for 24 months and 
make restitution, or if the customer may immediately reenroll 
after paying such restitution, Duke is also curious as to who 
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will monitor the 24-month ineligibility timeframe, and notes 
that, if the utility is required to do so, the change will cause a 
data retention issue. (Duke at 6.) CGO/DEO suggest that the 
paragraph, as written, requires further clarification. 
(CGO/DEO at 11.) The Consumer Groups agree with Duke 
and CGO/DEO and assert that the proposed language is 
overreaching, imposes urmecessarily penalties, and purushes 
conduct that may not be fraudulent and may be relatively 
harmless. The Consumer Groups request the proposed 
language be rewritten to align with its electtic counterpart in 
Ohio Adm.Code 122:5-3-02(1). (Consumer Groups at 24-28; 
Consumer Groups Reply at 8-9.) 

The Commission agrees that the proposed language should be 
revised to bring the calculation into alignment with ODSA's 
rules. Accordingly, the paragraph should be revised and, in all 
other respects, the commenters' requests should be deiued. 

(73) Paragraph (D) - Staff proposes language providing that, if a 
PIPP plus customer who is income eligible voluntarily leaves 
PIPP plus, and then, within 12 months, reeru-olls in PIPP plus, 
he/she must pay the difference between the PIPP plus 
payments due for the months the customer received service but 
was not on the program, less payments made by the customer 
during the same time period. 

In order to protect the customer from owing more than the 
total account balance, CGO/ DEO request that the paragraph be 
revised to provide that the amount owed would be up to the 
account balance owed by the customer prior to reeruollment in 
PIPP plus. CGO/DEO also note, and the Consumer Groups 
agree, that this paragraph appears to set forth an identical 
requirement as found in Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-18-15(E). 
(CGO/DEO at 12; Consumer Groups at 28). 

The Commission finds that the conunents are well-made and, 
therefore, this paragraph should be deleted. 

(74) In conclusion, the Commission finds that Ohio Adm.Code 
4901:1-17-01 through 4901:1-17-04, 4901:1-17-07 and 4901:1-17-
08, 4901:1-18-01 through 4901:1-18-03, 4901:1-18-05 through 
4901:1-18-08, and 4901:1-18-12 through 4901:1-18-17 should be 
amended as set forth herein. Further, the Commission notes 
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that no amendments have been made to 4901:1-17-05 and 
4901:1-17-06, 4901:1-18-04, and 4901:1-18-09 through 4901:1-18-
11. 

{75) The amended chapters are posted at: 
www.puco.ohio.gov/puco/ruIes. To nunirruze the expense of 
this proceeding, the Commission will serve a paper copy of this 
Finding and Order only. All interested persons are directed to 
download the attachments to this Finding and Order from the 
above website or contact the Corrunission's docketing division 
to request a paper copy. 

It is therefore, 

ORDERED, That, as set forth in finding (74), the attached amendments to Ohio 
Adm.Code Chapters 4901:1-17 and 4901:1-18 be adopted. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the adopted rules be filed with the Joint Conunittee on Agency 
Rule Review, the Secretary of State, and the Legislative Service Conunission in accordance 
with divisions (D) and (E) of R.C. 111.15. It is, further, 

ORDERED, That the final rules be effective on the earliest date permitted. Unless 
otherwise ordered by the Commission, the five-year review date for Ohio Adm.Code 
Chapters 4901:1-17 through 4901:1-18 shall be in compliance with R.C. 119.032. It is, 
further, 

ORDERED, That a copy of this Finding and Order be sent to the gas-pipeline, 
electtic, and water/wastewater list serves. It is, further. 

http://www.puco.ohio.gov/puco/ruIes
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ORDERED, That, in accordance with finding (75), a copy of this Finding and Order 
be served upon all electtic disttibution companies, gas or natural gas companies, 
waterworks and/or sewage disposal companies, certified competitive retail electtic service 
providers and certified competitive retail natural gas service suppliers, the Ohio Gas 
Association, the Pettoleum Council, the Ohio Oil and Gas Association, the Office of the 
Ohio Consumers' Counsel, ODSA, and any other interested persons of record. 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

"7 Thomas (W. Johnson, Chairman „̂ 

M. Beth Trombold Asim Z. Haque 

CMTP/MJA/vrm 

Entered in the Journal 

'"̂ f̂  0 4 2014 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 
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4901:1-17-01 Definitions. 

For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply: 

(A) "Applicant" means any person who requests or makes application with a utility 
company for any of the following residential services: electtic, gas, natural gas, 
waterworks, or sewage disposal. 

(B) "Class of service" means a description of utility service furnished to a customer 
used to denote its use either as residential or nonresidential. 

(C) "Consumer" means any person who is an ultimate user of the electtic, gas, 
natural gas, waterworks, or sewage disposal utility services. 

(D) "Customer" means any person who enters into an agreement, whether by 
conttact or under a tariff, to purchase: electtic, gas, natural gas, waterworks, or 
sewage disposal utility service, 

(E) "Fraudulent act" means an intentional misrepresentation or concealment by the 
customer or consumer of a material fact that the electtic, gas, natural gas, 
waterworks, or sewage disposal system utility company relies on to its 
dettiment. "Fraudulent act" does not include tampering. 

(F) "Past due" means any utility bill balance that is not paid by the bill due date. 

(G) "Percentage of income payment plan plus" (PIPP plus) means the income-based 
payment plan for low-income, residential customers served by a regulated gas 
or natural gas utility company. 

(H) "Regulated service" means a service offering regulated by the commission. 

(I) "Tampering" means to interfere with, damage, or by-pass a utility meter, 
conduit, or attachment with the intent to impede the correct registtation of a 
meter or the proper functions of a conduit or attachment so as to reduce the 
amount of utility service that is registered on the meter. Tampering includes the 
unauthorized recoimection of a-an electtic gas, natural gas, or waterworks meter 
or a conduit or attachment that has been discormected by the utility company. 

(J) "Utility company" means all persor\s, firms, or corporations in the business of 
providing electtic, gas, natural gas, waterworks, or sewage disposal service to 
cor\sumers as defined in division (A)(6) of section 4928.01, division (A)(4) of 
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section 4905.03, division (G) of section 4929.01, and divisions (A)(7) and (A)(13) 
of section 4905.03 of the Revised Code, respectively. Ruloo for the cotablighmGnt 
of credit for an olocttic utility company are included in Chapter 1901:1 10 of the 
Administtative Code. 

4901:1-17-02 General provisions. 

(A) The rules in this chapter apply to all electtic, gas, natural gas, waterworks, and 
sewage disposal utility companies who provide service to residential customers. 

(B) Nothing contained in this chapter shall in any way preclude the commission 
from any of the following: 

(1) Altering, or amending, in whole or in part, these rules and regulations. 

(2) Prescribing different standards for the establishment of credit for utility 
service as deemed necessary by the commission in any proceeding. 

(3) Waiving any requirement, standard, or rule set forth in this chapter for good 
cause shown, as supported by a motion and supporting memorandum. The 
application for a waiver shall include the specific rule(s) requested to be 
waived. If the request is to waive only a part or parts of a rule, then the 
application should identify the appropriate paragraphs, sections, or 
subsections to be waived. The waiver request shall provide sufficient 
explanation, for each rule provision sought to be waived, to allow the 
commission to thoroughly evaluate the waiver request. 

(C) The rules of this chapter supersede any inconsistent provisions, terms, and 
conditions of utility company tariffs. A utility company may adopt or maintain 
tariffs providing greater protection for customers or consumers. 

(D) Each utility company shall establish and maintain written credit procedures 
consistent with these rules that allow an applicant for residential service to 
establish, or an existing residential customer to reestablish, credit with the utility 
company. The procedures should be equitable and administered in a 
nondiscriminatory manner. The utility company, without regard to race, color, 
religion, gender, national origin, age, handicap, or disability, shall base its credit 
procedures upon the credit risk of the individual as determined by the utility 
company without regard to the collective credit reputation of the area in which 
the residential applicant or customer lives. The utility company shall make its 
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current credit procedures available to applicants and customers upon request 
and shall provide this information either verbally or in writing, based upon the 
applicant's or customer's preference. The utilit\^ company may also provide its 
applicants or cuotomoro with a summary of the utility company's credit 
procGduroo, which shall be written in plain English. This Dummar\' must bo 
reviewed and approved by commission staff before disttibution to the utility 
company's applicants or customers. 

(E) The rules of this chapter allow the use of electtonic ttansactions and notices, if 
the customer and the utility company are both in agreement with such use, and 
such use is consistent with commission requirements or guidelines. 

4901:1-17-03 Establishment of credit. 

(A) Each utility company may require an applicant for residential service to 
satisfactorily establish financial responsibility. If the applicant has previously 
been a customer of that utility company, the utility company may require the 
residential applicant to establish financial responsibility pursuant to paragraph 
(C) of rule 4901:1-17-04 of the Admirusttative Code. Each utility company may 
use a credit check, pursuant to paragraph (A)(2) of this rule, as the first criterion 
by which an applicant may establish financial responsibility. If the results of the 
credit check, at the time of the application do not establish financial 
responsibility for the applicant or the applicant refuses to provide his/her social 
security number, each utility company shall then advise the applicant of each of 
the remaining criteria available under this rule to establish financial 
responsibility. If the utility company requires an applicant to provide additional 
information to establish financial responsibility, such as identification or written 
documentation, then the utility company shall confirm with the applicant when 
it receives the requested information. An applicant's financial responsibility will 
be deemed established if the applicant meets any one of the following criteria: 

(1) The applicant is the owner of the premises to be served or of other real estate 
within the territory served by the utility company and has demonsttated 
financial responsibility under either of the following conditions: 

(a) With respect to that property, if the applicant owns only the premises to 
be served. 

(b) With respect to any other real estate within the service territory served 
by the utility company, if the applicant owns multiple properties. 
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(2) The applicant demonsttates that he/she is a satisfactory credit risk by means 
that may be quickly and inexpensively checked by the utility company. 
Under this provision, the utility company may request the applicant's social 
security number in order to obtain credit information and to establish 
identity. The utility company may not refuse to provide service if the 
applicant elects not to provide his/her social security number. If the 
applicant declines the utility company's request for a social security number, 
the utility company shall inform the applicant of all other options for 
establishing creditworthiness. 

(3) The applicant demonsttates that he/she has had the same class and a similar 
type of utility service within a period of twenty-four consecutive months 
preceding the date of application, unless utility company records indicate 
that the applicant's service was disconnected for nonpayment during the last 
twelve consecutive months of service, or the applicant had received two 
cor\secutive bills with past due balances during that twelve-month period 
and provided further that the financial responsibility of the applicant is not 
otherwise impaired. 

When an applicant requests a copy of his/her payment history to satisfy 
paragraph (A)(3) of this rule, each utility company shall provide a customer, 
at his/her request, written information reflecting the customer's payment 
history. The utility company shall provide this information within five 
business days of this request. 

(4) The applicant makes a cash deposit to secure payment of bills for the utility 
company's service as prescribed in rule 4901:1-17-05 of the Administtative 
Code. Utility companies are prohibited fiom requiring percentage of income 
payment plan customers to pay a security deposit. 

(5) The applicant furnishes a creditworthy guarantor to secure payment of bills 
in an amount sufficient for a sixty-day supply for the service requested. If a 
third party agrees to be a guarantor for a utility customer, he or she shall 
meet the criteria as defined in paragraph (A) of this rule or otherwise be 
creditworthy. The guarantor and/or the utility company shall also comply 
with the following: 

(a) The guarantor shall be a customer of the utility company. 

(b) The guarantor shall sign a-the written guarantor agreement that shall 
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include, at a minimum, the information shown in the appendix to this 
nrie^-provided by the corrunission in Appendix A, which will also be 
posted on the commission's website in the forms section. The utility 
company shall provide the guarantor with a copy of the signed 
agreement and shall keep the original on file during the term of the 
guaranty. 

(c) The utility company shall send to the guarantor a copy of all 
disconnection notices sent to the guaranteed customer. 

(d) The utility company shall send a notice to the guarantor when the 
guaranteed customer requests a ttansfer of service to a new location. The 
ttansfer of service notice shall display all of the following information: 

(i) The name of the guaranteed customer. 

(ii) The address of the current guaranteed customer's service location. 

(iii) A statement that the ttansfer of service to the new location may affect 
the guarantor's liability. 

(iv) A statement that, if the guarantor does not want to continue the 
guaranty at the new service location, the guarantor must provide 
thirty days' written notice to the utility company to end the 
guaranty. 

(e) Under the circumstances where a guarantor's utility service is subject to 
disconnection, the utility company shall, within ten calendar days, 
advise the customer who provided the guarantor that the guarantor's 
responsibility to the customer's account will end by a specific date (thirty 
days fiom the date of the notice to the guaranteed customer). The utility 
company shall also advise the customer that, prior to the specific end 
date stated in the notice, he/she must reestablish credit through one of 
the alternate means set forth in paragraph (A) of this rule, or be subject 
to discormection according to the applicable discormection rules in 
Chapter 4901:1-15 of the Administtative Code (waterworks and/or 
sewage disposal) and Chapter 4901:1-18 of the Administtative Code 
(electtic, gas and natural gas). 

(f) The guarantor shall not be on the PIPP plus, graduate PIPP plus, or have 
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PIPP arrearages. If a guarantor enrolls in these programs, the customer 
no longer qualifies to be a guarantor and the previously guaranteed 
customer will be required to provide another form of security. 

(B) The establishment of credit under the provisions of these rules, or the 
reestablishment of credit under the provisions of rule 4901:1-17-04 of the 
Administtative Code, shall not relieve the applicant or customer fiom 
compliance with the regulations of the utility company regarding advance 
payments and payment of bills by the due date, and shall not modify any 
regulations of the utility company as to the discontinuance of service for 
nonpayment. 

(C) Upon default by a customer who has furnished a guarantor as provided in 
paragraph (A)(5) of this rule, the utility company may pursue collection actions 
against the defaulting customer and the guarantor in the appropriate court, or 
the utility company may ttansfer the defaulting customer's bill to the 
guarantor's account. The defaulted amount ttansferred to the guarantor's 
account shall not be greater than the amount billed to the defaulting customer 
for sixty days of service or two monthly bills. After thirty days from the ttansfer, 
the utility company may make the guarantor subject to disconnection 
procedures, if the amount ttansferred still remains unpaid. 

(D) An applicant who owes an unpaid bill for previous residential service, whether 
the bill is owed as a result of service provided to that applicant or is owed under 
a guarantor agreement, shall not have satisfactorily established or reestablished 
his/her financial responsibility as long as the bill remains unpaid. 
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4901:1-17-03 Appendix 
Guarantor Agreement 

I, (name of guarantor), agree to be the guarantor for the (utility type) service provided 
by (name of utility company) for (customer's name) at the service address of (location). 

As the guarantor for (customer's name), I agree to be obligated for charges for the (type 
of utility) services provided to the guaranteed customer, (customer's name), through 
the date of termination of the guaranty. 

I understand that the utility company will send a notice to me when the customer 
requests to ttansfer service to a new location. 

I understand that the utility company will also send to me all disconnection 
notifications sent to (name of customer). 

If (customer's name) defaults on the account, I will be held legally responsible for and 
agree to pay the defaulted amount. As guarantor, I understand that the defaulted 
amount may be ttansferred to my account and that my service may be subject to 
disconnection, if the ttansferred amount remains unpaid for thirty days, I understand 
that this amount will not be more than the amount of the bill for sixty days of service or 
two monthly bills. 

I understand that I may terminate this guarantor agreement upon thirty days' written 
notice to (name of utility company). I also understand that, if I terminate this guarantor 
agreement, (customer's name) may be required to reestablish creditworthiness when I 
terminate the guaranty. 

I understand that the utility company shall annually review the account histor}^ of each 
customer who has provided a guarantor. Once (customer's name) satisfies the 
requirements for the release of a guarantor, as stated in Rule 4901:1-17-06, of the Ohio 
Administtative Code, (name of utility company) shall, within thirty days, notify me in 
writing that I am released from all further responsibility for the account. 

I agree to be a guarantor for (customer's name). 

(signature of guarantor) 

(date) 
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4901:1-17-04 Deposit to reestablish creditworthiness. 

(A) A utility company may require a customer to make a deposit or an additional 
deposit on an account, as set forth in this rule and pursuant to rules 4901:1-17-03 
and 4901:1-17-05 of the Administtative Code, to reestablish creditworthiness for 
tariffed service based on the customer's credit history on that account with that 
utility company. The utility company may require a customer whose service has 
been discoruiected to pay a deposit, in addition to any charges under the 
applicable recoimection rules in Chapter 4901:1-15 of the Administtative Code 
(waterworks and/or sewage disposal) and Chapter 4901:1-18 of the 
Administtative Code (electtic, gas and natiiral gas). 

(B) After considering the totality of the customer's circumstances, a utility company 
may require a deposit if the customer has not made fuU payment or payment 
arrangements for any given bill containing a previous past due balance for 
regulated services provided by that utility company. 

(C) A utility company may require a deposit if the applicant for service was a 
customer of that utility company, during the preceding twelve months, and had 
service discormected for nonpayment, a fiaudulent act, tampering, or 
unauthorized recoimection. 

4901:1-17-05 Deposit administtation provisions. 

(A) No utility company, as defined in this chapter shall require a cash deposit to 
establish or reestablish credit in an amount in excess of one-twelfth of the 
estimated charge for regulated service(s) provided by that utility company for 
the ensuing twelve months, plus thirty per cent of the monthly estimated 
charge. Each utility company, upon request, shall furnish a copy of rules 4901:1-
17-03 to 4901:1-17-06 of the Administtative Code, to the applicant/customer 
fiom whom a deposit is required. If a copy of rules 4901:1-17-03 to 4901:1-17-06 
of the Admirusttative Code is provided to the applicant/customer, the utility 
company shall also provide the name, address, website address, and telephone 
number of the public utilities conunission of Ohio. 

(B) Upon receiving a cash deposit, the utility company shall furnish to the 
applicant/customer a receipt that displays all of the following information: 

(1) The name of the applicant/customer. 
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(2) The address of the premises to be served. 

(3) The billing address for the service. 

(4) The amount of the deposit and a statement that the rate of interest to be paid 
on the deposit will be not less than three per cent per armum if the deposit is 
held for one hundred eighty days or longer. 

(C) Each utility company shall accrue interest at a rate of at least three per cent per 
annum per deposit held for one hundred eighty days or longer. Interest shall be 
paid to the customer when the deposit is refunded or deducted from the 
customer's final bill. A utility company shall not be required to pay interest on a 
deposit it holds for less than one hundred eighty days. No utility company shall 
be required to pay additional interest on a deposit after discontinuance of 
service, if the utilit}' company has made a reasonable effort to refund the 
deposit. A utility company shall dispose of any unclaimed deposit, plus accrued 
interest, in conformity with Chapter 169. of the Revised Code. 

4901:1-17-06 Refund of deposit and release of guarantor. 

(A) After discontinuing service, the utility company shall prompfly apply the 
customer's deposit, including any accrued interest, to the final bill. The utility 
company shall promptly refund to the customer any deposit, plus any accrued 
interest, remaining, urJess the amount of the refund is less than one dollar. A 
ttansfer of service from one customer location to another within the service area 
of the utility company does not prompt a refund of the deposit or a release of 
the guarantor. 

(B) The utility company shall review each account holding a deposit or a guarantor 
agreement every twelve months and promptly refund the deposit, plus any 
accrued interest in accordance with paragraph (A) of this rule, or release the 
guarantor, if the account meets the following criteria: 

(1) The customer has paid his/her bills for service for twelve consecutive 
months without having had service discormected for nonpayment. 

(2) The customer has not had more than two occasions in the preceding twelve 
months on which his/her bill was not paid by the due date. 
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(3) The customer is not delinquent in the payment of his/her bills at the time of 
the review. 

(C) The utility company shall promptly return the deposit, plus any accrued interest 
in accordance with paragraph (A) of this rule, upon the customer's request at 
any time the customer's credit has been otherwise established or reestablished, 
in accordance with this chapter of the Administtative Code. 

(D) Once the customer satisfies the requirements for release of the guarantor, 
pursuant to paragraph (B) of this rule, the utility company shall notify the 
guarantor in writing, within thirty days, that the guarantor is released from all 
further responsibility for the account. 

(E) If a guarantor submits a written request to the utility company for a release of 
financial responsibility related to a customer's account, the utility company 
shall, within ten calendar days, advise the customer who provided the 
guarantor that the guarantor's responsibility to the customer's account will end 
by a specific date (thirty days from the receipt of the guarantor's request). The 
utility company shall also advise the customer that prior to the specific end date 
of the guarantor's responsibility, he/she must reestablish creditworthiness 
through an altemate means as prescribed by paragraph (A) of rule 4901:1-17-03 
of the Administtative Code, or be subject to disconnection according to the 
applicable disconnection rules in Chapter 4901:1-15 of the Administtative Code 
(waterworks and/or sewage disposal) and Chapter 4901:1-18 of the 
Administtative Code (gas and nattu:al gas). 

4901:1-17-07 Record of deposit. 

Until the deposit is refunded or otherwise disposed of in accordance with 
applicable law, cachEach utility company holding a cash deposit shall maintain^ 
for at least one year after the deposit is refunded or otherwise disposed of in 
accordance with applicable law, a record that displays all of the following 
information: 

(A) The name and current or last known billing address of each depositor. 

(B) The amount and date of the deposit. 

(C) Each ttansaction concerning the deposit. 
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4901:1-17-08 Applicant and/or customer rights. 

(A) Each utility company that requests a cash deposit shall notify the 
applicant/customer of all options available to establish credit as listed in 
paragraph (A) of rule 4901:1-17-03 of the Administtative Code. 

(B) If an applicant for gas or natural gas service indicates that his/her household 
income is such that the applicant may be eligible for the gas percentage of 
income payment plan (PIPP) program, the gas or natural gas utility company 
shall advise the applicant that he/she may apply for the gas PIPP program, in 
accordance with rule 4901:1-18-12 of the Administtative Code. 

(C) If a utility company requires a cash deposit to establish or reestablish service 
and the applicant/customer expresses dissatisfaction with the utility company's 
decision, the utility company shall inform the applicant/customer of the 
following: 

(1) The reason(s) for its decision and how the deposit was calculated. 

(2) How to contest the utility company's decision and show croditworthinoss. 

(3) The right to have the utility company's decision reviewed by an appropriate 
utility company supervisor. 

(4) The right to have the commission staff verify whether the utility company's 
decision complies with these rules reviewed by the conm:Tis5ion staff, and 
provide the applicant/customer the toll free and TTY numbers telephone 
number, address, and the website address of the public utilities commission 
of Ohio as stated below: 

"If you wish to contest have the commission staff review the company's 
decision for a security deposit, you may call the Public Utilities Commission 
of Ohio for assistance at 1-800-686-7826 (toll free) or for TTY at 1 800 686 
1§70—(tell—free)—from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays, or at 
www.PUCO.ohiQ.govhttp://www.puco.ohio.gov/puco. Hearing or speech 
impaired customers may contact the PUCO via 7-1-1 (Ohio relay service)." 

(D) Upon request, each utility company shall send the information required by 
paragraph (C) of this rule to the applicant/customer, in writing, within five 
business days of the request. 

http://www.PUCO.ohiQ.govhttp://www.puco.ohio.gov/puco
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4901:1-18-01 Definitions. 

For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions shall apply: 

(A) "Applicant" means any person who requests or makes application with a utility 
company for any of the following residential services: electtic, gas, or natural 
gas. 

(B) "Arrearages" means for each percentage of income payment plan plus (PIPP 
plus) customer such customer's current bill balance, plus the customer's accrued 
arrearage charges at the time the customer eru-olls in the PIPP plus program, 
plus accumulated charges while enrolled in PIPP plus but does not include 
current or past due monthly PIPP plus payments. 

(C) "Bona fide dispute" means a complaint registered with the commission's call 
center or a formal complaint filed with the commission's docketing division. 

(D) "Collection charge" means a tariffed charge assessed to a residential customer by 
a utility company when payment or proof of payment is given to a utility 
company omploycc or authorized agent or employee sent to discormect the 
service and who is authorized to accept payment in lieu of disconnection. 

(E) "Comnussion" means the public utilities commission of Ohio. 

(F) "Consumer" means any person who is an ultimate user of electtic, gas, or natural 
gas utility service. 

(G) "Customer" means any person who enters into an agreement, whether by 
conttact or under a tariff, to purchase: electtic, gas, or natural gas utility service. 

(H) "Customer premise" means the service address where the customer receives the 
residential electtic, gas, or natural gas utility service. 

(I) "Default" means the failure to make the required payment on an extended 
payment plan by the due date. 

(J) "Extended payment plan" means an agreement between the customer and the 
company that requires the customer to make payments over a set period of time 
to the company on unpaid amounts owed to the company. 

(K) "Former percentage of income payment plan plus customer" (former PIPP plus 
customer) means a customer that remains within the electtic gas or natural gas 
utility company's service territory who elects to terminate participation in the 
percentage of income payment plan plus program or is no longer eligible to 
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participate in the percentage of income payment plan plus as a result of an 
increase in the household income or change in the household size and is not in a 
graduate percentage of income payment plan plus. 

(L) "Fraudulent act" mear\s an intentional misrepresentation or concealment by the 
customer or consumer of a material fact that the electtic, gas, or natural gas 
utility company relies on to its dettiment. "Fraudulent act" does not include 
tampering. 

(M) "Graduate percentage of income payment plan plus customer" (graduate PIPP 
plus customer) means a customer who was previously enrolled in a percentage 
of income payment plan plus and who meets the requirements, as set forth in 
rule 4901:1-18-16 of the Administtative Code, to participate in the ttansitional 
phase of the income-based payment plan for low-income, residential customers 
served by regulated electtic, gas, and natural gas utility companies. 

(N) "Household income" has the meaning atttibuted to it by the Ohio department of 
development, office of community services, in the administtation of the home 
energy assistance program. 

(O) "On-time payment" means for the purpose of applying incentive credits, a PIPP 
Pplus installment received by the gas or natural gas company prior to the date 
that the next bill is issued. 

(P)—"Percentage of income payment plan plus" (PIPP plus) means the income-based 
payment plan for low-income, residential customers served by regulated 
electtic, gas, and natural gas utility companies. 

(Q)—"PIPP plus anniversary date" means the calendar date by which the PIPP plus 
customer must document be current on his or her household income-based PIPP 
plus payments and household size to continue participation in the PIPP 
program or participate in the graduate PIPP plusprogram. The anniversary date 
shall be at or about every twelve months from when tiie customer enrolled in 
PIPP plus. The-This anniversary dateis used to calculate when any missed 
income-based shall bo every twelve months from when the customer was 
OTurolIcd in PIPP plus payments are due for continued PIPP plus program 
participation. This date is used to review and recalculate the arrearage credit, if 
necessary. 

(R) "PIPP plus customer" means the customer currently enrolled in PIPP plus. 
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(S) "PIPP plus reverification date" means the actual calendar date &Brby which the 
PIPP plus customer must documcntoddocument his or her household income 
and household size to continue participation in the PIPP plus program or 
participate in the graduate PIPP plus program. Thts-Tlie reverification date shall 
be every twelve months from when the customer last reverifiedis used to 
calculate when any missed PIPP payments arc due for continued PIPP program 
participation, 

(T) "Tampering" means to interfere with, damage, or by-pass a utility meter, 
conduit, or attachment with the intent to impede the correct registtation of a 
meter or the proper functions oi a conduit or attachment so as to reduce the 
amount of utility service that is registered on the meter. Tampering includes the 
unauthorized reconnection of an electtic, gas, or natural gas meter, or a conduit 
or attachment that has been disconnected by the utility company. 

(U) "Utility company" meaiis all persons, firms, or corporations engaged in the 
business of providing electric, gas, or natural gas service to consumers as 
defined in division (A)(4406) of section 4928.01, division (A)(4) of section 
4905.03, and division (G) of section 4929.01 of the Revised Code, respectively. 

(V) "Winter heating season" means the time period from November first through 
April fifteenth. 

4901:1-18-02 General provisions. 

(A) The rules in this chapter apply to all electtic, gas, and natural gas utility 
companies that provide service to residential customers, including residential 
consumers in master-metered premises, and residential consumers whose utility 
services are included in rental payments. 

(B) Nothing contained in this chapter shall in any way preclude the commission 
fiom any of the following: 

(1) Altering, or amending, in whole or in part, the rules and regulations in this 
chapter. 

(2) Prescribing different standards for the disconnection and reconnection of 
electtic, gas, or natural gas service as deemed necessary by the commission. 

(3) Waiving any requirement, standard, or rule set forth in this chapter for good 
cause shown, as supported by a motion and supporting the memorandum. 
The application for a waiver shall include the specific rule(s) requested to be 
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waived. If the request is to waive only a part or parts of a rule, then the 
application should identify the appropriate paragraphs to be waived. The 
waiver request shall provide sufficient explanation, by rule, to allow the 
conunission to thoroughly evaluate the waiver request. 

(C) Except as set forth in this rule, the rules of this chapter supersede any 
inconsistent provisions, terms, and conditions of electtic, gas, and natural gas 
companies' tariffs. Electtic, gas, and natural gas comparues may adopt or 
maintain tariffs providing greater protection for customers or consumers. 

(D) The rules in this chapter allow the use of electtonic ttansactions and notices, if 
the customer and the utility company are both in agreement ef-regarding such 
use and such use is consistent with commission requirements or guidelines. The 
utility company shall advise the customer that if he/she chooses this option, the 
discoruiection notice will only be provided electtonically. 

4901:1-18-03 Reasons for discoimecting residential electric, gas, or natural gas 
service. 

Electtic, gas, or natural gas utility companies under the jurisdiction of the 
commission may discormect service to residential customers only for the 
following reasons: 

(A) When a customer/consumer uses electticity, gas, or natural gas in a maimer 
dettimental to the service to other consumers. 

(B) When providing service is in conflict or incompatible with any order of the 
commission, court of law, laws of the state of Ohio or any political subdivision 
thereof, or of the federal government or any of its agencies. 

(C) When the customer has moved fiom the service location, and the property 
owner is subject to notice under paragraph (A)(3)(d) of rule 4901:1-18-06 of the 
Administtative Code. 

(D) When supplying electticity, gas, or natural gas creates a safety hazard to 
consumers or their premises, the public, or to the company's personnel or 
facilities or where, because of conditions beyond the consumer's premises, 
disconnection of the supply of electticity, gas, or natural gas is reasonably 
necessary. The company shall not restore service until the hazardous 
condition(s) has been corrected. 

(E) When a customer, consumer, property owner, landlord or his/her agent does 
any of the following: 
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(1) Prevents utility company persormel from reading the meter for a year or 
more. 

(2) After notice and a reasonable period of time, prevents utility company 
persormel from accessing calibrating, maintaining, or replacing the utility 
company's meter, metering equipment, or other utility company property 
used to supply service. 

(3) Resorts to any fraudulent act to obtain electtic, gas, or natural gas service, is 
the beneficiary of the fraudulent act, or tampers with the utility company's 
meter, metering equipment, or other property used to supply the service. U 
the customer docs not contest tho disconnection, under the circumstances 
state4-in this paragraph the company need not restore service until the 
consumer or customer has completed each of the following: 

(a)-{a}_Civcn satisfactory assurance that tho fraudulent or tampering act has 
boon discontinued. 

(^(kX-^aid to the utilit)^ company an amount estimated by tho company to be 
reasonable compensation for unauthorized usage obtained and not paid 
for at the time of disconnection. 

(e)-{cX.Paid for any damage to property of the utility company including any 
eest to repair the damage. 

(d)-{d)_Paid all other fees and charges authorized by tariff resulting from the 
fraudulent act or tampering. 

(F) For repairs, provided that notice to customers is given prior to scheduled 
maintenance interruptions in excess of six-four hours. 

(G) Upon the request of the customer. If the customer is a landlord, then the 
provisions of paragraph (K) of rule 4901:1-18-08 of the Administrative Code, 
shall also apply, 

(H) For nonpayment of regulated services provided by the utility company, 
including nonpayment of security deposits. 

(I) For good cause shown. 

4901:1-18-04 Delinquent bills. 

(A) Individually metered residential service accounts will be considered delinquent 
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and subject to the utility company's disconnection procedures for nonpayment if 
the accoimt meets one of the following criteria: 

(1) The customer has not made full payment or arrangements for payment by 
the due date, for any given bill containing a previous balance for regulated 
services provided by the utility company. 

(2) The customer is in default on an extended payment plan. 

(3) The customer fails to make the initial payment on an extended payment 
plan. 

(B) The minimum payment necessary in order to avoid the discormection 
procedures shall not be greater than the delinquent amount, i.e., that portion of 
the bill that represents a previous balance for regulated services provided by the 
utility company. 

4901:1-18-05 Extended payment plans and responsibilities. 

(A) Upon contact by a customer whose account is delinquent or who desires to 
avoid a delinquency, the utility company shall inform the customer that it will 
make reasonable extensions or other extended payment plans appropriate for 
both the customer and the utility company. If the customer proposes payment 
terms, the utility company may exercise discretion in the acceptance of the 
payment terms based upon the account balance, the length of time that the 
balance has been outstanding, the customer's recent payment history, the 
reasons why payment has not been made, and any other relevant factors 
concerning the customer including health, age, and family circumstances. 

(B) If the customer fails to propose payment terms acceptable to the utility 
company, the utility company shall then advise the customer of the availability 
of all of the following extended payment plans and the percentage of income 
payment plan plus (PIPP plus). If a customer requests additional information 
about PIPP plus, the utility company shall inform the customer of the eligibility 
requirements as set forth in paragraphs (B) and (C) of rule 4901:1-18-12 of the 
Administtative Code (gas PIPP plus) or to Chapter 122:5-3 of the Admirusttative 
Code (electric PIPP plus), and provide the customer with a copy of PIPP plus 
literature and direct the customer to the local community action agency: 

(1) One-sixth plan - A plan that requires six equal payments on the arrearages 
past due balances in addition to full payment of the current bill. 

(2) One-ninth plan - A plan that requires nine equal monthly payments on the 
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arrcaragGS past due balances in addition to a budget payment plan for the 
projected monthly bills, which will end nine months from the initial 
payment. The budget portion of the payments may be adjusted periodically 
during the nine-month period as needed. 

(3) Winter heating season plan - In addition to the one-sixth and one-ninth 
plans in this paragraph, during the winter heating season, the utility 
company shall offer to any customer not already on a payment plan, the 
one-third payment plan for any bills that include any usage occurring fiom 
November first to April fifteenth of each year. The one-third plan requires 
payment of one-third of the balance due each month (arrearagGs past due 
balances plus the current bill). For any outstanding balance remaining after 
the last one-third biU has been rendered, the utility company shall remove 
the customer from the one-third payment plan and shall offer the customer 
the option to pay the balance, or to enter into one of the other plans in this 
paragraph, or to enroll in PIPP plus, provided that he/she meets the 
qualifications for that PIPP plus plan. 

(C) A customer who is in default on an agreed-upon extended payment plan in 
paragraph (A) of this rule shall be offered the payment plans in paragraph (B) of 
this rule and PIPP plus, provided that he/she meets the qualifications for that 
plan. A customer who is in default on one of the extended payment plans in 
paragraph (B) of this rule shall be offered PIPP plus, provided that he/she meets 
the qualifications for the PIPP plus plan. If a customer is having difficulty 
complying with any payment plan and requests that the utility company review 
that payment plan, the utility company may agree to modify the payment plan 
to meet both the customer's and utility company's needs. 

(D) For customers without arrearages, the utility company shall also offer a budget 
plan (a uniform payment plan). 

(E) If a customer informs the utility company of a medical problem, the utility 
company shall inform the customer of the medical certification program as 
provided in paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-18-06 of the Administtative Code. 

(F) A customer's failure to make any payment under one of the payment plans in 
paragraph (B) of this rule or PIPP plus shall entitle the utility company to 
disconnect service in accordance with the procedures set forth in rule 4901:1-18-
06 of the Administtative Code. 

(G) The utility company shall advise the customer, who enters into an extended 
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payment plan, that it will provide the customer with the terms of the plan in 
writing. The utility company shall also advise the customer that failure to make 
a payment under the extended payment plan may result in the disconnection of 
service in accordance with the procedures set forth in rule 4901:1-18-06 of the 
Administtative Code. 

(H) No utility company shall charge late payment fees to customers that are current 
on the payment plans identified in paragraph (A) or (B) of this rule or PIPP plus. 

4901:1-18-06 Disconnection procedures for electtic, gas, and natural gas utilities. 

(A) If a residential customer is delinquent, as defined in paragraph (A) of rule 
4901:1-18-04 of the Administtative Code, in paying for regulated services, the 
utility company may, after at least fourteen days' notice, disconnect the 
customer's service during normal utility company business hours in compliance 
with all of the following conditions. 

(1) No discormections for nonpayment shall be made after twelve-thirty p.m. on 
the day preceding a day on which all services necessary for the customer to 
arrange and the utility company to perform reconnection are not regularly 
performed, 

(2) On the day of discoruiection of service, the utility company shall provide the 
customer with personal notice. If the customer is not at home, the utility 
company shall provide personal notice to an adult consumer. If neither the 
customer nor an adult consumer is at home, the utility company shall attach 
written notice to the premises in a conspicuous location prior to 
disconnecting service. 

(3) Third-party or guarantor notification. 

(a) Each utility company shall permit a residential customer to designate a 
third party to receive notice of the pending disconnection of the 
customer's service and any other ereditdelinquent payment reminder 
notices sent to the customer. If the customer has a guarantor, the 
guarantor shall receive notice of the pending disconnection of the 
guaranteed customer's service and any other eredi^el inquent payment 
reminder notices sent to the guaranteed customer, pursuant to rule 
4901:1-17-03 of the Administtative Code. The utility company shall 
notify the third party or the guarantor at least fourteen days prior to 
disconnecting the customer's service. 
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(b) The utility company shall inform the third party that his/her receipt of 
such notices does not constitute acceptance of any liability by the third 
party for payment for service provided to the customer unless the third 
party has also agreed, in writing, to be a guarantor for the customer. 

(c) In compliance with division (E) of section 4933.12 and division (D) of 
section 4933.121 of the Revised Code, if the utility company plans to 
discormect the residential utility service of a customer for the 
nonpayment of his/her bill, and that customer resides in an Ohio county 
in which the department of job and family services has provided the 
utility company with a written request for notification of residential 
service disconnection prior to the disconnection, then the utility 
company shall provide, during the period of the fifteenth of November 
to the fifteenth of April, the appropriate county department of job and 
family services with a listing, electtonically if feasible, of those customers 
whose service will be disconnected for nonpayment. This information 
will include at a minimum, the customer's first name, middle initial, last 
name, service address, and county of residence, and shall be made 
available to the county department of job and family services 
simultaneous with the generation of any ten-day disconnection notices 
being disttibuted to customers. The county department of job and family 
services may use this information to assist customers in the payment of 
delinquent utility bills in an effort to avoid discormection of service. 

(d) Upon the request of a property owner or the agent of a property owner, 
each utility company shall provide the property owner or the agent of a 
property owner with at least three days' advance notice when service to 
his/her property is to be discormected either at the request of a 
residential customer who is a tenant or for nonpayment. 

(4) Utility company employees or agents of the utility company who disconnect 
service at the premises may or may not, at the discretion of the utility 
company, be authorized to make extended payment arrangements. Utility 
company employees or agents who disconnect service shall be authorized to 
complete one of the following: 

(a) Accept payment in lieu of disconnection, 

(b) Dispatch an employee to the premises to accept payment. 

(c) Make available to the customer another means to avoid disconnection, 

(5) The disconnection notice may be mailed separately or included on the 
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regular monthly bill. If the notice is included on the regular monthly bill, it 
shall be prominently identified as a discormection notice. The following 
information shall be clearly displayed either on the disconnection notice or 
in documents accompanying the disconnection notice: 

(a) The delinquent billing account number, the total amount required to 
prevent disconnection of the regulated services provided by the utility 
company and/or any security deposit owed at the time of the notice. 

(b) The earliest date when discormection may occur, 

(c) The local or toll-free number and address of the utility company's office 
for customers to contact about their account. 

(d) The following statement: 

"If you have a complaint in regard to this discormection notice that can 
not be resolved after you have called (name of utility company), or for 
general utility company information, residential and business customers 
may contact the public utilities commission of Ohio (PUCO) for 
assistance at 1-800-686-7826 (toll free) eight a.m. to five p.m. weekdays, 
or at http:/ /www.puco.ohio.gov. Hearing or speech impaired 
customers may contact the PUCO via 7-1-1 (Ohio relay service). 

The Ohio consumer counsel (OCC) represents residential utility 
customers in matters before the PUCO. The OCC can be contacted at 1-
877-742-5622 (toll free) from eight a.m. to five p.m. weekdays, or at 
http: / /www.pickocc.org." 

(e) A statement that the customer's failure to pay the amount on the 
discormection notice at the utility company's office or to one of its 
authorized agents before the date specified on the disconnection notice 
may require payment of a security deposit and a charge for 
reconnection. The statement shall also include the amount of the security 
deposit and the reconnection charge. 

(f) If applicable, a statement that the failure to pay charges for nontariffed 
products or services may result in the loss of those products and/or 
services. 

(g) An explanation of the payment plans and options available to a 
customer whose account is delinquent, as provided in this rule and rule 
4901:1-18-05 of the Administtative Code, and percentage of income 

http://www.puco.ohio.gov
http://www.pickocc.org
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payment plan (PIPP plus), pursuant to rule 4901:1-18-12 of the 
Administtative Code, and, when applicable, rule 4901:1-18-09 of the 
Administtative Code. 

(h) If disconnection of service is to occur as a result of nonpayment, a 
statement that a medical certification program and forms are available 
from the utility company for customers or consumers where the 
disconnection of service would be especially dangerous to the health of 
those persons. 

(i) A statement that a listing of the utility company's authorized payment 
agents is available by calling the utility company's toll-free customer 
service number, 

(B) During the period of November first through April fifteenth, if payment or 
payment arrangements are not made to prevent disconnection before the 
disconnection date stated on the fourteen-day disconnection notice, the utility 
company shall not disconnect service to residential customers for nonpayment 
unless the utility company completes each of the following: 

(1) Makes contact with the customer or other adult consumer at the premises 
ten days prior to discoruiection of service by personal contact, telephone, or 
hand-delivered written notice. Utility companies may send this notice by 
regular, U.S. mail; however, such notice must allow three calendar days for 
mailing. This additional notice shall extend the date of discormection, as 
stated on the fourteen-day notice required by paragraph (A) of this rule, by 
ten additional days. 

(2) Informs the customer or adult consumer that sources of federal, state, and 
local government aid for payment of utility bills and for home 
weatherization are available at the time the utility company delivers the 
notice required in paragraph (B)(1) of this rule, and provides sufficient 
information to allow the customer to further pursue available assistance, 

(3) Informs the customer of the right to enter into any of the payment plans set 
forth in paragraph (B) of rule 4901:1-18-05 of the Administtative Code, or to 
enroll in PIPP plus. If the customer does not respond to the notice described 
in paragraph (B)(1) of this rule, or refuses to accept a payment plan or fails 
to make the initial payment on a payment plan referenced in this paragraph, 
the utility company may disconnect service after the ten-day notice expires. 
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(C) Medical certification 

(1) In accordance with the certification requirements of this rule, the utility 
company shall not disconnect residential service for nonpayment for either 
of the following situations: 

(a) If the disconnection of service would be especially dangerous to the 
health of any consumer who is a permanent resident of the premises. 

(b) When the disconnection of service would make operation of necessary 
medical or life-supporting equipment impossible or impractical. 

(2) The medical condition or the need for medical or life-supporting equipment 
shall be certified to the utility company by a licensed physician, physician 
assistant, clinical nurse specialist, certified nurse practitioner, certified nurse-
midwife, or local board of health physician. 

(3) The utility company shall act in accordance with the following medical 
certification requirements: 

(a) Upon request of any residential consumer, the utility company shall 
provide a medical certification form to the customer or to any of the 
health care professionals identified in paragraph (C)(2) of this rule. The 
utility company shall use the medical certification form provided in the 
appendix to this rule posted on the corrunission's website. 

(b) The certification of the medical condition or the need for the medical or 
life-supporting equipment required by paragraph (C)(1) of this rule shall 
be in writing and shall include the name of the person to be certified; a 
statement that the person is a permanent resident of the premises in 
question; the name, business address, and telephone number of the 
certifying party; the nature of the medical condition; an explanation a 
statement of the need for the medical or life-supporting equipment, if 
applicable; and a signed statement by the certifying party that 
disconnection of service will be especially dangerous to the health of a 
permanent resident of the premises. 

(c) Initial certification by the certifying party may be by telephone if written 
certification is forwarded to the utility company within seven calendar 
days. 

(d) Certification shall prohibit disconnection of service for thirty calendar 
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days. 

(e) If a medical certificate is used to avoid disconnection, the customer shall 
enter into an extended payment plan prior to the end of the medical 
certification period or be subject to disconnection. The initial payment on 
the plan shall not be due until the end of the certification period. 

(f) If service has been disconnected for nonpayment within twenty-one 
calendar days prior to the certification of either a special danger to the 
health of a qualifying resident or the need for medical or life-supporting 
equipment, the utility company shall restore service to that residence 
once the certifying party provides the required certification to the utility 
company and the customer agrees to an extended payment plan. 

(g) If certification is provided to the utility company prior to three-thirty 
p.m., the utility company shall restore the customer's service within the 
same day. If the certification is received after three-thirty p.m., the utility 
company shall reconnect service by the earliest time possible on the 
following business day. Also, if the certification is received after three-
thirty p.m. on a day that precedes a day on which all services necessary 
for the customer to arrange and the utility company to perform 
reconnection are not regularly performed, the utility company shall 
make an effort to restore service by the end of that day. 

(h) A consumer may renew the certification two additional times (thirty 
days each) by providing additional certificates to the utility company. 
The total certification period may not exceed ninety days per household 
in any twelve-month period. 

(4) The electtic utility company shall give notice of availability of medical 
certification to its residential customers by means of bill inserts or special 
notices at the beginning of the winter heating period and at the begirming of 
the summer cooling period. The natural gas utility company shall give 
notice of the availability of medical certification to its residential customers 
by means of bill inserts or special notices at the beginning of the winter 
heating period. 

(5) If there is an outstanding balance for a returned check on the customer's 
account, the utility company mav refuse the medical certification, so long as 
notice has been given to the customer in accordance with rules 4901:1-10-20 
and 4901:1-13-09 of the Administrative Code. Such notice shall also advise 
the customer that there is a returned check balance on the account and that 
the utility company may deny the customer's use of medical certificates if 
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that balance is not paid. 

(D) This provision is to address circumstances where an electtic, gas, or natural gas 
utility company cannot gain access to disconnect service at a particular service 
location after receiving a request for disconnection from the customer of record. 

(1) If the utilitv company is denied access to disconnect service, the utility 
company may subsequently discoruiect the utility service in accordance with 
the provisions of paragraph (I) of rule 4901:1-18-03 of the Administtative 
Code. 

(2) If the property in question is a multi-unit dwelling, then the electtic, gas, or 
natural gas utilitv company shall comply with the provisions of rule 4901:18-
08 of the administtative code. 

(3) The customer of record requesting termination of service will not be 
financially responsible for the utility service consumed from the date of 
move-out, unless the customer of record is the individual who denied the 
utilitv company's access to discormect service or the customer of record 
continues to reside at the premises. The utility company may require the 
customer to affirm in writing the date on which the customer vacated the 
premises. 

(D) (E) This provision is to address circumstances where an electtic, gas, or 
natural gas utility company elects to leave the utility service on at a particular 
service location for the utility company's convenience after receiving a request 
for disconnection from the customer of record. 

(1) If the new resident does not contact the utility company to establish service, 
the utility company may subsequently discormect the utility service in 
accordance with the fraud provisions in paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-10-20 
of the Administtative Code (electtic) and paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-13-09 
of the Administtative Code (gas and natural gas). 

(2) Under the circumstance where the new resident becomes an applicant for 
service and is required to pay a deposit to establish financial responsibility, 
the utility company must advise the applicant of the date that the utility 
service may be discormected for nonpayment of the deposit. 

(3) Under either circumstance above where the new resident becomes a 
consumer of the electtic, gas, or natural gas service that was left on by the 
utility company, the consumer will be financially responsible for the utility 
service consumed from the date of move-in. 
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(F) A landlord/property owner may elect to leave the utility service on at a 
particular service location for the landlord/property owner's convenience under 
the provisions of a landlord reversion agreement with the electtic, gas, or 
natural gas utility. 

(1) The landlord/property owner shall be given a copy of the relevant terms 
and conditions of the landlord reversion agreement, including specific terms 
identifying when the service will revert to the landlord/property owner's 
name, and any costs of such service. 

(2) Under the circumstance where a new resident becomes an applicant for 
service and is required to pay a deposit to establish financial responsibility, 
the utility company must advise the applicant of the date that the utility 
service may be disconnected for nonpayment of the deposit. 

(3) Under the circumstance where the new resident becomes a consumer of the 
electtic, gas, or natural gas service that was lefi on by virtue of the 
landlord/reversion agreement, the consumer will be financially responsible 
for the utility service consumed fiom the date of move-in, as indicated in the 
termsof the lease agreement. 

(E) (G) Upon request of the customer, the utility company shall provide an 
opportunity for review of the initial decision to disconnect the service. The 
utility company shall review the circumstances surrounding the discormection, 
escalate the review to an appropriate supervisor if requested, and inform the 
customer of the decision upon review as soon as possible. At the customer's 
request, the utility company shall respond in writing. 

ffi—(H) The utility company when contacted by the commission's staff shall 
respond to an inquiry concerning a pending an imminent disconnection or 
actual disconnection within two one business daysday. At the request of 
commission stafi, the utility company shall respond in writing. Commission 
staff will notify the customer of the utility company's response. 

(G) (I) The utility company shall include in its tariff its current standard practices 
and procedures for disconnection, including any applicable collection and 
reconnect charges. Any utility company proposing changes to its disconnection 
notice shall submit a copy to commission staff for review. 

4901:1-18-07 Reconnection of service. 

(A) Upon payment or proof of payment of the delinquent amount as stated on the 
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disconnection notice, or of an amount sufficient to cure the default on an 
extended payment plan or the percentage of income payment plan plus (PIPP 
plus), applicable reconnection charge, the utility company shall reconnect 
service that has been discormected for nonpayment pursuant to the following 
provisions: 

(1) For customers disconnected from service for ten business days or less, the 
utility company may assess a reconnection charge and shall reconnect 
service by the close of the following regular utility company working day. 
Pursuant to rule 4901:1-18-05 of the Administtative Code, the amount 
sufficient to cure the default for customers on extended payment plans shall 
include all amounts that would have been due and owing under the terms of 
the applicable extended payment plan, absent default, on the date that 
service is recormected. Under paragraph (D)(2)(b) of rule 4901:1-18-12 of the 
Administtative Code, the amount sufficient to cure the default for PIPP plus 
customers includes all amounts that would have been due for any missed 
PIPP plus payments, but not more than the arrearage balance. 

(2) For customers disconnected from service for more than ten business days, 
the utility company may tteat the customers as new customers and connect 
service consistent with the timeframes in rules 4901:1-10-09,4901:1-13-05 and 
paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-17-04 of the Administtative Code. In addition, 
the utility company may assess the customer a reconnection charge in 
accordance with approved tariffs. Pursuant to paragraph (D)(2)(b) of rule 
4901:1-18-12 of the Administtative Code, PIPP plus customers shall be 
required to pay any missed PIPP plus payments but not more than the 
arrearage balance. PIPP plus customers shall not be required to pay a 
deposit pursuant to rule 4901:1-18-15 of the Administtative Code. 

(B) If service is disconnected for nonpayment for no more than ten business days^ 
and the customer Welshes to guarantee the reconnection of service the same day 
on which payment is rendered: 

(1) The customer must provide proof of payment, as required in paragraph 
(A)(1) of this rule to the utility company no later than twelve-thirty p.m. 

(2) If the customer requests that recormection occur after normal business 
hours, and such service is offered by the utility company, the utility 
company may require the customer to pay or agree to pay the utility 
company's approved tariff charges for after-hours recormection. The utility 
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company may collect this fee prior to reconnection or with the customer's 
next monthly billing. 

(C) The utility company shall not assess a reconnection charge unless the utility 
company has actually disconnected the service. The utility company may, 
however, assess a collection charge if the collection charge is part of the utility 
company's approved tariff. A collection charge shall not be assessed more than 
once per billing cycle. 

(D) If the utility company accepts a guarantor in order to reestablish service, it shall 
follow all of the requirements of paragraph (A)(5) of rule 4901:1-17-03 of the 
Administtative Code. 

(E) This provision addresses cases of tampering and unauthorized reconnection of 
services. 

(1) When a utility company has disconnected a meter in connection with 
alleged tampering, or unauthorized reconnection of a gas, or electtic meter, 
conduit, or attachment oi a utility, there shall be a rebuttable presumption that 
the person in possession or control of the meter, conduit, or attachment at the 
time the tampering or reconnection occurred is the party obligated to pay for the 
service rendered through the meter, conduit, or attachment. 

(2) If the responsible party does not contest the disconnection under the 
circumstances stated in this paragraph or rule 4901:1-18-03(E)(3) of the 
Administrative Code the company need not restore service until the party has 
completed each of the following: 

(a) Given satisfactory assurance that the fraudulent or tampering act 
has been discontinued. 

(b) Paid to the utility company an amount estimated by the company 
to be reasonable compensation for unauthorized usage obtained and not 
paid for at the time of disconnection. 

(c) Paid for any damage to property of the utility company including 
any cost to repair the damage. 

(d) Paid all other fees and charges authorized by tariff resulting from 
the fraudulent act or tampering. 

(3) The provisions of paragraph fE)(2) of this rule do not apply in situations 
where the responsible party, as determined by paragraph (E)(1) of this rule. 
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is either a tenant or consumer who no longer resides at the premises or a 
property owner who has taken possession of the property after the 
tampering or unauthorized reconnection occurred. 

(4) In the event the responsible party was a tenant who no longer resides at the 
premises where the tampering took place, the utility company may deny 
service to that party in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (E)(2) of 
this rule. 

4901:1-18-08 Landlord-tenant provisions. 

This rule is to address circumstances where the utility company knows that the 
customer is the landlord for a multi-unit dwelling (i.e., tenants who receive 
master-metered services) or for a single-occupancy dwelling where the utilities 
are included in the rent. A utility company may discormect the utility service of 
these consumers, for nonpayment by the landlord, only in accordance with the 
following: 

(A) The utility company shall give a notice of disconnection of service to the 
landlord/agent at least fourteen days before the disconnection would occur. If, 
at the end of the fourteen-day notice period, the customer has not paid or made 
payment arrangements for the biU to which the fourteen-day notice relates, the 
utility company shall then make a good faith effort by mail, or otherwise, to 
provide a separate ten-day notice of pending disconnection to the 
landlord/agent, to each unit of a multi-unit dwelling (i.e., each tenant who 
receives master-metered service), and to single-occupancy dwellings where the 
utilities are included in the rent. This ten-day notice shall be in addition to the 
fourteen-day notice given to the landlord/agent. This notice requirement shall 
be complied with throughout the year. In a multi-unit dwelling, written notice 
shall also be placed in a conspicuous place. 

(B) The utility company shall also provide all of the following information in its ten-
day notice: 

(1) A summary of the remedies tenants may choose to prevent disconnection or 
to have service reconnected. 

(2) A statement to inform tenants that a list of procedures and forms to prevent 
disconnection or to have service reconnected are available fiom the utility 
company upon request. A model form of the tenants' ten-day notice is 
attached as appendix A to this rule. 
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(C) The utility company shall inform any consumer inquiring about the notice, 
posted pursuant to paragraph (A) of this rule, of the amount due for the current 
month's bill and that the disconnection of service may be prevented if the 
consmner(s) makes a single payment to the utility company in the amount of the 
current month's bill. 

(D) The utility company shall credit to the appropriate account any payment made 
by tenants equal to or exceeding the landlord's current bill for those premises. 
The utility company is under no obligation to accept partial payment from 
individual tenants. The utility company may choose to accept only a single 
payment from a representative acting on behalf of all the tenants. 

(E) No utility company shall disconnect service to master-metered premises, or to a 
single-occupancy dwelling where utilities are included in the rent, when all of 
the following actions take place: 

(1) A tenant delivers to the utility company a copy of the written notice 
required by division (A) of section 5321.07 of the Revised Code, signed by 
fifty per cent or more of the tenants of the occupied dwelling units in a 
multi-unit dwelling, or the tenant in a single-occupancy dwelling, which 
notice shall designate the imminent disconnection of utility service (as 
shown by the disconnection notices received) as a reason for the notice. 

(2) A tenant informs the utility company in writing of the date of the last day on 
which rent may be paid before a penalty is assessed or the date on which 
default on the lease or rental agreement can be claimed. 

(3) The tenants timely invoke the remedies provided in divisions (B)(1) and 
(B)(2) of section 5321.07 of the Revised Code, including but not limited to: 

(a) Depositing all rent that is due and thereafter becomes due to the 
landlord, with the clerk of the municipal or county court having 
jurisdiction, 

(b) Applying to the court for £m order to use the rent deposited to remedy 
the condition or conditions specified in the tenant's notice to the landlord 
(including but not necessarily limited to payment to the utility company 
rendering the discormection notice). 

(F) Each utility company that delivers notice pursuant to paragraph (A) of this rule 
shall provide to each tenant, upon request, the procedures to avoid 
disconnection or to have service reconnected as described in appendix B to this 
rule. The forms referenced in appendix B to this rule shall be made available by 
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the utility company and also will be available on the commission's website at 
h t t p : / / www.puc.ohio.gov/PUCO/rules or by contacting the corrunission's call 
center at 1-800-686-7826 (toll free) from eight a.m. to five p.m. weekdays. 
Hearing or speech impaired customers may contact the commission via 7-1-1 
(Ohio relay service). The utility company shall also identify for the tenant any 
resources in the community where he/she can obtain assistance in pursuing 
his/her claim, including but not limited to: 

(1) The telephone number(s) of the local legal services program (in cities over 
one hundred thousand served by that utility company). 

(2) The toll-free number(s) for the Ohio state legal services association. 

(3) The toll-free nxunber(s) of the office of consumers' counsel. 

(4) The telephone number(s) of the local bar association. 

(5) The telephone number(s) of the local tenant organization(s). 

(G) If a utility company disconnects service to consumers whose utility services are 
included in rental payments or who are residing in master-metered premises, 
the company shall comply with the following: tho utility^ company, upon 
inquiry, shall inform tho consumer that sor\^icc will bo rGConncctcd upon 
payment of the amount due for thG current month's bill plus any rGConncction 
charge if the payment is made within fourtGcn days of disconnection. The utilit}^ 
company shall continue sGr\ico at the premises as long as the tenant's 
rGprosentativc continues to pay for oach month's SGrvice (based upon actual or 
Gstimatcd consmnption) by the due date of the bill for that service. The utility 
company shall also rGconnect service for those conflumcrs ^vho, ^vithin fourteen 
days of the disconnection of sorvicG, invoke the provisions of section 5321.07 of 
the Revised Code, as specified in paragraph (E) of this rule. If tho consumers 
choose to have their oer\^ice rcconnocted by paying the current month's biU and 
payment is not made by thG duG date each month, the utilit}^ company shall post 
the notice in a conspicuous location on the prcmisGS and molcc a good faith 
effort by mail or othorwisG to notify each housGhold unit of a multi unit 
dwelling, or tenant rGCciving scrvncc in the master mGtcrcd premises, or tenant 
in a single occupancy dwelling, of the impending sorvicG disconnection. The 
utilit}^ company is not roquircd to rGConnoct service pursuant to this paragraph 
where the landlord resides on the premises, 

(1) The utility company, upon inquiry, shall inform the consumer that service 

http://
http://www.puc.ohio.gov/PUCO/rules
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will be reconnected upon payment of the amount due for the current 
month's bill plus any recoruiection charge if the payment is made within 
fourteen days of disconnection. 

(2) The utility company shall continue service at the premises as long as the 
tenant's representative continues to pay for each month's service (based 
upon actual or estimated consumption) by the due date of the bill for that 
service. 

(3) The utility company shall also reconnect service for those consumers who, 
within fourteen days of the discormection of service, invoke the provisions 
of section 5321.07 of the Revised Code, as specified in paragraph (E) of this 
rule. 

(4) If the consumers choose to have their service reconnected by paying the 
current month's bill and payment is not made by the due date each month, 
tiie utility company shall post the notice in a conspicuous location on the 
premises and make a good faith effort by mail or otherwise to notify each 
household unit of a multi-unit dwelling, or tenant receiving service in the 
master-metered premises, or tenant in a single-occupancy dwelling, of the 
impending service disconnection. The utility company is not required to 
reconnect service pursuant to this paragraph where the landlord resides on 
the premises. 

(H) The utility company shall provide service to a master-metered premise only if 
the customer is the landlord/owner of the premises. Company acceptance of 
new applications for service to master-metered premises requires the 
landlord/owner to provide to the company an accurate list specifying the 
individual mailing addresses of each unit served at the master-metered 
premises. 

(I) The utility company may charge the landlord/owner of the master-metered 
premises, or of a single-occupancy dwelling, a reasonable fee, as set forth in the 
utility company's tariffs, designed to pay the utility company's incurred cost for 
providing the notice to tenants required by paragraph (A) of this rule. 

(J) The utility company has the burden of collecting fiom the landlord/owner any 
billed amounts unpaid at the next billing cycle. 

(K) If a customer, who is a property ovvner, landlord, or the agent of a property 
owner, requests disconnection of service when residential tenants reside at the 
premises, the utility company shall perform both of the following actions: 
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(1) Provide at least a ten-day notice prior to the disconnection of service by mail 
to the residential tenants or by posting the notice in conspicuous places on 
the premises. 

(2) Inform such customer of the customer's liability for aU utility service 
consumed during the ten-day notice period. 

(L) Notwithstanding any notice requirement for a utility company under paragraph 
(K) of this rule and paragraph (A)(3)(d) of rule 4901:1-18-06 of tiie 
Administtative Code, a utility company will not be found to have violated these 
rules if either the following occurs: 

(1) The utility company uses reasonable efforts to determine the status of the 
customer/consumer as either a property owner, landlord, the agent of a 
property owner, or a tenant. 

(2) The customer/consumer misrepresents the status of the customer/consumer 
as the property owner, the landlord, the agent oi a property owner, or a 
tenant. 

(M) If service is discormected without notice where the utilitv is not made aware of a 
landlord-tenant situation, the utility company shall promptly restore service and 
provide proper notification as required by the rules in this chapter. 

4901:1-18-08 APPENDICES 

Appendbc A: TEN-DAY SERVICE DISCONNECTION NOTICE TO TENANTS 
http://www.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49 
01$l-18-08-AppendixA.pdf 

Appendix B: NOTICE OF YOUR RIGHTS AS A TENANT TO AVOID 
DISCONNECTION OF UTILITY SERVICE 
http://www.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49 
01$l-18-08-AppendixB.pdf 

Appendbc C: NOTICE OF LANDLORD'S BREACH OF OBLIGATION and Related 
forms 
http://v^rww.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49 
01$l-18-08-Forms.pdf 

4901:1-18-09 Combination utility companies. 

http://www.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49
http://www.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49
http://v%5erww.puc.state.oh.us/emplibrary/files/legal/rules/appends/49
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(A) The residential customers and consumers of a combination utility company that 
provides both natural gas and electtic service shall have the same rights 
pursuant to Chapter 4901:1-18 of the Administtative Code as customers and 
consumers who are served by separate natural gas and electtic companies. In 
the event of disconnection or pending disconnection of both gas and electtic 
services, a residential customer of a combination utility company has the right to 
choose to retain or have reconnected both utility services or one service, either 
gas or electtic. 

(B) A combination utility company shall apply the payments from residential 
customers to their gas and electtic accoimts separately and shall apportion the 
payments based on the total balance for each service, including any arrearage 
plus the current month's charge(s). For purposes of applying these payments: 

(1) For customers billed only for services provided by the combination utility 
company, the utility company shall apply payments first to past due 
amounts, then to current regulated charges, and finally to any nontariffed 
charges. 

(2) For customers billed by the combination utility company for any 
competitive services provided by either a competitive retail natural gas 
supplier and /or a competitive retail electtic provider, the utility company 
shall apply payments as provided for under paragraph (H) of rule 4901:1-10-
33 of the Administtative Code. 

(C) Whenever a residential customer receiving both gas and electric service from a 
combination utility company has received a discoruiection of service notice, the 
utility company shall give the customer each of the following options: 

(1) An extended payment plan for both gas and electtic as provided for in rule 
4901:1-18-05 of the Administrative Code. 

(2) An extended payment plan to retain either gas or electtic service as chosen 
by the customer. Such extended payment plan shall include an extended 
payment plan as provided in rule 4901:1-18-05 of the Administtative Code. 

(D) If a residential customer of a combination utility company who has entered into 
one extended payment plan for both gas and electtic service receives a 
disconnection of service notice and notifies the utility company of an inability to 
pay the full amount due under such plan, the utility company shall offer the 
customer, if eligible pursuant to paragraph (B) of rule 4901:1-18-05 of the 
Administtative Code, another payment plan to maintain both services. The 
utility company shall give the customer the opportunity to retain only one 
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service by paying the defaulted payment plan portion for either the gas or 
electtic service, as selected by the customer. 

(E) If both the gas and electtic service of a residential customer of a combination 
utility company have been discontinued for nonpayment, the utility company 
shall reconnect both services, or either service, as designated by the customer, 
pursuant to rule 4901:1-18-07 of the Administtative Code, 

(F) The combination utility company shall in its disconnection of service notice, as 
provided for in Chapter 4901:1-18 of the Administtative Code, advise 
combination residential customers of their rights to select the service(s) for 
retention or recormection as provided for in paragraphs (C), (D), and (E) of this 
rule. The notice shall state with specificity the conditions under which 
customers may exercise their rights and shall state the telephone number and 
business address of a utility company representative to be contacted to inquire 
about those rights. 

(G) For a customer who has received a disconnection of service notice and who 
contacts the combination utility company, the utility company shall inform the 
customer of the total past due amount for each service, and with respect to the 
extended payment plans available under this rule, the monthly payment due on 
the past due amount for each service. 

4901:1-18-10 Insufficient reasons for refusing service or for disconnecting 
service. 

The utility company shall not refuse service to or disconnect service to any 
applicant/customer for any of the following reasons: 

(A) Failure to pay for service furnished to a former customer unless the former 
customer and the new applicant for service continue to be members of the same 
household. 

(B) Failure to pay for nonresidential service, 

(C) Failure to pay any amount which is in bona fide dispute. Where the customer 
has registered a complaint with the commission's call center or filed a formal 
complaint with the commission that reasonably asserts a bona fide dispute, the 
utility company shall not discormect service if the customer pays either the 
undisputed portion of the bill, if known or can reasonably be determined, or the 
amount billed for the same billing period in the previous year. 

(D) Failure to pay any nontariffed service charges, including competitive retail 
electtic service. 
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4901:1-18-11 Resttictive language prohibition. 

Except as provided in Chapter 4901:5-37 and rule 4901:5-25-06 of tiie 
Administtative Code, or other commission-approved curtailment provisions, no 
gas, natural gas, or electtic utility company shall deny service to a prospective 
customer or discontinue service to a present customer because the utility 
company would be or is providing only auxiliary, stand-by or emergency 
service as an alternative energy source. 

Upon application to and approval by the commission, a gas, natural gas, or 
electtic utility company may fUe a separate applicable tariff containing rates 
which reflect the costs incurred by that company to provide such services. 

4901:1-18-12 Percentage of income payment plan plus program eligibility for gas 
utility service. 

(A) Rules 4901:1-18-12 to 4901:1-18-17 of the Administtative Code, apply to #te 
porcentggG of income payment plan (PIPP plus) for residential service from a 
gas or natural gas utility company, PIPP plus rules and requirements for 
residential electtic utility service are located in Chapter 122:5-3 of the 
Administtative Code. 

(B) A customer is eligible for PIPP plus if the customer meets one of the following 
criteria: 

(1) The household income for the past three months, if annualized, would be 
less than or equal to one hundred fifty per cent of the federal poverty 
guidelines. 

(2) The annualized household income for the past three months is more than 
one himdred fifty per cent of the federal poverty guidelines, but the 
customer has a household income for the past twelve months which is less 
than or equal to one hundred fifty per cent of the federal poverty guidelines. 

(C) If the customer meets the income eligibility requirements, as set forth in 
paragraph (B) of this rule, to participate in PIPP plus, the customer must also: 

(1) Apply for all public energy assistance for which the customer is eligible. 

(2) Apply for and accept all weatherization programs for which the customer is 
eligible. 

(3) Sign and submit a release to the Ohio dopartmont of development service 
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agency and the affected jurisdictional gas or natural gas utility company 
giving permission for that entity to receive information from any public or 
private agency that provides income or energy assistance to the customer, or 
from any member of the customer's household, and/or from any public or 
private employer of the customer or member of the customer's household as 
it relates to PIPP plus eligibility. 

(4) Notify the local agency designated by the Ohio department of development 
service agency, within thirty days, of any change in income or household 
size. 

(D) In addition to the requirements set forth in paragraphs (B) and (C) of this rule, a 
PIPP plus customer must also periodically reverify his/her eligibility. 

(1) All PIPP plus customers must provide proof of eligibility to the Ohio 
department of development service agency of the household income at least 
once every twelve months at or about the customer's PIPP plus 
anniversary reverification date. The customer shall be accorded a grace 
period of sixty days after the customer's PIPP plus armivGrsary reverification 
date to reverify eligibility. 

(2) Except as provided in this paragraph, the PIPP plus customer must be 
current on his/her income-based PIPP plus payments at the customer's PIPP 
plus anniversary reverification date to be eligible to remain on PIPP plus for 
the subsequent twelve months. The customer will have one billing cycle 
after the PIPP plus anniversary rcvorification date to pay any missed PIPP 
plus payments before being removed from the program. Missed PIPP plus 
payments include: 

(a) Any delayed payments as a result of the customer's prior use of a 
medical certificate in accordance with paragraph (C) of rule 4901:1-18-06 
of the Administtative Code. 

(b) Any missed payments, including PIPP plus payments which would have 
been due for the months the customer is disconnected from gas utility 
service. These missed PIPP payments must be paid prior to the 
restoration of utilit}^ scrvicG. The amount of the PIPP payments due shall 
not exceed the amount of the customer's arrearage and shall be paid 
prior to the restoration of utilitv service. 

_(3) All PIPP customers must also provide proof of eligibility to the gas or 
natural gas utility company upon request. No gas or natural gas utilit}^ 
company shall request such proof without justification. 
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(34) PIPP plus customers who have been dropped fiom the PIPP plus program 
due to nonpayment or not meeting the terms of the program (e.g. failure to 
reverify or to bring account current at the anniversary date) and who were 
otherwise eligible for PIPP plus, may re-enroll in the program after all 
missed PIPP plus payments, from the time of enrollment or the PIPP 
reverification date, up until re Gnrollmont, and monthly charges for any 
months the customer was not enrolled in the program but maintained 
service (less any payments made by the customer) have been cured. This 
includes PIPP plus payments for any months in which the customer was 
disconnected. The amount due shall not exceed the amount of the customer's 
arrearage. 

(4) All PIPP plus customers must also provide proof of eligibility to the gas or 
natural gas utility company upon request. No gas or natural gas utility 
company shall request such proof without justification. 

(E) Upon the customer's eruollment tn PIPP plus and at reverification, the gas or 
natural gas utility company shall provide the customer with a copy of PIPP plus 
literature including, at a minimum, the customer's monthly payment, service 
address, arroarage current arrearagesat plan initiation, noru*ecurring fees, timely 
payment incentives, reverification requirements including the customer's 
anniversary date, and customer responsibilities when the customer is no longer 
eligible for the program. 

4901:1-18-13 Payment requirements for percentage of income payment plan plus 
customers. 

(A) The payment requirements for a percentage of income payment plan plus (PIPP 
plus) or graduate PIPP plus customer, as referenced in Chapter 4901:1-18 of the 
Administtative Code, shall be calculated as follows: 

(1) PIPP plus. Each PIPP plus customer shall be billed six per cent of his/her 
household income or ten dollars, whichever is greater, per billing cycle by 
the jurisdictional gas or natural gas utility company that provides the 
customer with his/her source of heat. 

(2) Graduate PIPP plus. Each graduate PIPP plus customer shall be billed the 
average of the customer's most recent PIPP plus income-based payment and 
the customer's budget bill amount, per billing cycle by the jurisdictional gas 
or natural gas utility company that provides the customer with his/her 
source of heat. 
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(B) Customers who are also enrolled in the PIPP plus program for their electtic 
utility service should refer to Chapter 122:5-3 of the Administtative Code for the 
applicable payment requirement(s). 

(C) Any money provided to the jurisdictional gas or natural gas utility company by 
a public or private entity for the purpose of paying utility bills shall not be 
considered as household income when calculating PIPP plus eligibility. 

(1) Home energy assistance program (HEAP). Money provided from HEAP, or 
a similar program, shall not be counted as part of the monies paid by the 
customer to meet the monthly PIPP plus income-based payment 
requirement. These monies shall first be applied to the customer's arrearages 
and then held to be applied to future arrearages. Monies shall not be directly 
remitted to PIPP customers. 

(2) Money other than HEAP or emergency HEAP (E-HEAP)7-}^MonGy or money 
provided on a monthly on an irregular or cmcrgcncv basis by a public or 
private agency for the purpose of paying utilitv bills shall first be applied to 
the customer's defaulted current monthly payment obligation, if any, then 
applied to the customer's current monthly income-based payment 
obligation, if any, tiicn applied to the customer's current biU and, lastly, shall 
be applied to the customer's arrearages. 

(D) Overpayment of payments. Any overpayment of PIPP plus or Graduate PIPP 
plus payments shall be applied to future PIPP plus or Graduate PIPP plus 
payments once any default balance has been paid. 

4901:1-18-14 Incentive programs for percentage of income payment plan plus and 
graduate percentage of income payment plan plus customers. 

(A) Percentage of income payment plan plus (PIPP plus) and graduate PIPP plus 
customers shall be provided the incentive of a reduction in their outstanding 
arrearages in return for making timely on-time payments. 

(1) PIPP plus customer. Each time the PIPP plus customer makes his/her 
required income-based on-time payment or more, as determined pursuant 
to rule 4901:1-18-13 of the Administtative Code, to the gas or natural gas 
utility company by the due date, the gas or natural gas utility company shall 
reduce the customer's account arrearage by the difference between the 
amount of the required income-based payment and the current monthly bill 
plus one twenty-fourth of the customer's accumulated arrearages, as 
calculated at the time of enrollment or in the event of late or missed 
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payments, at the ai-uiiversary datctimc of reverification. 

(2) Graduate PIPP plus customer. Each time the graduate PIPP plus customer 
makes his/her required payment or more, as determined pursuant to rule 
4901:1-18-13 of the Administtative Code, to the gas or natural gas utility 
company by the due dato, the gas or natural gas utility company shall 
reduce the customer's account arrearage by the difference between the 
amount of the required payment and the current monthly bill plus one-
twelfth of the customer's accumulated arrearages, as calculated at the time of 
enrollment in the graduate PIPP plus program. 

(B) PIPP and graduate PIPP customers arc not eligible to have any credit balance 
appearing on his/her account refunded to the customer. When a PIPP or 
graduate PIPP customer's account is finalod, any credit balancG on the 
customer's account shall first be applied to the customer's arroaragc and then as 
an offset to the gas or natural gas utilit}^ company's PIPP rider. When a PIPP or 
graduate PIPP customer ttansfero ser\^icc to a new^ addrooo within the company's 
servicG area, any credits on tho customer's account shall be applied to service at 
tho new addrcss.If a PIPP plus or graduate PIPP plus customer's account 
balance becomes a credit balance, the customer will no longer be eligible for 
incentive credits until such time that the account balance is no longer a credit. 

If the credit balance is not a result of any incentive credits, any PIPP plus 
payment credit balance may be refunded to the customer upon request. At the 
time of such refund, the gas or natural gas utility company shall remove the 
account from PIPP plus and inform the customer of the availability of a more 
suitable payment plan option (e.g. budget payment plan). If the customer 
wishes to re-enroll in PIPP plus, the company shall follow the requirements set 
forth in rule 4901:1-18-15(E) of the Administtative Code. 

(C) At the completion of the graduate PIPP plus plan, the gas or natural gas 
company shall review the account to determine if a credit balance appears. If 
the credit balance is a result of incentive credits as outlined in rule 4901:1-18-
14(A) of the Administrative Code the gas or natural gas utility company shall 
apply those credits as an offset to the PIPP plus rider. 

4901:1-18-15 General percentage of income payment plan plus provisions. 

(A) A PIPP plus customer who is current on his/her PIPP plus payments shall not 
be disconnected, refused reconnection, or denied a ttansfer of service to a new 
address, based solely on outstanding arrearages accrued while in the PIPP plus 
program. 
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(B) No gas or natural gas utility company shall require a deposit on PIPP plus 
customer accounts or new or recormected accounts where the customer has 
signed up for PIPP plus. The gas or natural gas utility company may assess the 
customer the deposit if it is determined that the customer is ineligible for PIPP 
plus. Any deposit paid by a customer prior to signing up for PIPP plus, to 
initiate, retain or restore service, shall, upon enrollment in PIPP plus, be credited 
to the customer's outstanding arrearage. 

(C) No gas or natural gas utility company shall apply late fees to a PIPP plus 
customer's account. 

(D) The gas or natural gas utility company shall include the PIPP plus customer's 
anniversary date on each monthly bill. 

(E) A PIPP plus customer who voluntarily leaves PIPP plus and who was otherwise 
eligible for PIPP plus, and then within twelve months re-enrolls in PIPP plus 
must pay the PIPP plus payments due for the months the customer received 
service but was not on the program, less payment made by the customer during 
the same time period. 

(F) A PIPP plus customer who voluntarily leaves PIPP plus with no outstanding 
arrearages and who was otherwise eligible for PIPP plus, and then re-joins PIPP 
plus after twelve months, the customer would be required to pay his or her first 
PIPP plus payment. If the customer re-joins PIPP plus after twelve months and 
has an outstandmg arrearages at the time he/she left the PIPP plus program, the 
customer would be required to pay the missed PIPP plus payments for the 
number of months that he or she was not eru-olled in PIPP plus, less any 
payments made by the customer up to the amount of the customer's arrearages 
at the time he/she left the PIPP plus program. 

(G) Post PIPP plus. The gas or natural gas utility company shall offer on the final 
bill a payment agreement for PIPP plus customers with arrearages who are 
closing their utility account due to: 

(1) Moving beyond the gas or natural gas company's service territory, 

(2) Transferring to a residence where utility service is not in the former PIPP 
plus customer's name, or 

(3) Moving to a master-metered residence. 

The monthly payment shall be no more than the total accumulated arrearage 
divided by sixty. Each time the former PIPP plus customer makes his or her 
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required payment by the due date, the company shall reduce the account 
arrearage by one-twelfth. This payment agreement is available to the former 
PIPP plus customer for twelve months fiom the time the account finals. 

4901:1-18-16 Graduate percentage of income payment plan plus program. 

(A) Percentage of income payment plan plus (PIPP plus) customers that remain 
within the gas or natural gas utility company's service territory shall 
automatically be enrolled in the graduate PIPP plus program when one of the 
following occurs: 

(1) The customer elects to terminate participation in the PIPP plus program. 

(2) The customer is no longer eligible to participate in PIPP plus as a result of an 
increase in the household income or a change in the household size. 

(B) PIPP plus customers removed from the program due to fraudulent enrollment 
in the PIPP plus program are not eligible to participate in graduate PIPP plus. 

(C) Any graduate PIPP plus customer who tampers with the gas or natural gas 
utility company's meter, metering equipment or other property, or is the 
beneficiary of such act, shall comply with the requirements of paragraphs 
(E)(3)(a) to (E)(3)(d) of rule 4901:l-18-03-^7_of the Administtative Code. Any 
former PIPP customer determined by tho Ohio department of dcvolopmcnt or 
the gas or natural gas utilit}^ company to have boon fraudulently onrolled in the 
PIPP program shall be required to pay tho gas or natural gas utility company the 
diffcrGncc botwoon any PIPP income based payments mode and the actual bill 
amount and to pay any arrearage credits accrued for timely payments during 
the period tho customer was fraudulently enrolled in PIPP and the graduate 
PIPP program. Tlie gas or natural gas utility company shall credit such amounts 
recoived to the company's PIPP rider. For a period of t^^enty-four months, the 
gas or natural gas utilit}' company shall treat such customer as subject to rules 
4901:118-01 to 4901:1 18-11 of ti:\G Administtativo Code, should the customer 
return to the gas or natural gas utilitv^ companyr 

(D) To be enrolled in graduate PIPP plus, a former PIPP plus customer must be 
current with his/her income-based payments on the gas or natural gas utility 
company account or cure any missed PIPP plus payments within one billing 
cycle of the customer's enrollment in graduate PIPP plus. 

(E) Upon enrollment in graduate PIPP plus, the gas or natural gas utility company 
shall provide the graduate PIPP plus customer with a copy of the graduate PIPP 
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plus participation requirements including, at a minimum, the customer's 
monthly payment plan over the next twelve months, service address, mailing 
address, the account arrearage at graduate PIPP plus initiation, applicable fees, 
if any, arrearage credit, and the customer's responsibilities. 

(F) Graduate PIPP plus customers shall be provided the incentive of a reduction in 
their outstanding arrearages in return for continuing to make timely payments 
of the amount due, as set forth in rule 4901:1-18-14 of the Administtative Code. 

(G) The graduate PIPP plus customer shall be billed the average of his/her income-
based PIPP plus payment and the customer's budget bill amount, calculated 
using the utility company's normal methodology, ([PIPP plus payment + budget 
bill amount] -̂  2) for the twelve billing cycles following enrollment in the 
program. The income based ttansition payment shall be based on the income 
and household size immediately prior to the PIPP plus customer becoming 
ineligible for PIPP plus or electing to terminate participation in PIPP. After 
twelve billing cycles, the graduate PIPP plus customer is no longer eligible for 
arrearage credits. Any remaining arrearage on the customer's account may 
become due and the customer may be placed on one of the extended payment 
plans in rule 4901:1-18-05 of the Administtative Code. If the arrearage remains 
on the customer's account and the customer fails to make extended payment 
arrangements, the gas or natural gas utility company may initiate disconnection 
procedures for failure to pay the remaining arrearage. 

(H) An active or former graduate PIPP plus customer may re-enroll in PIPP plus at 
any time, provided that he or she meets the income qualifications. The active or 
former graduate PIPP plus customer must be current with his or her graduate 
PIPP plus payments or cure any missed graduate PIPP plus default prior to re-
enrollment in PIPP plus. 

(IM) No gas or natural gas utility company shall require a deposit on graduate PIPP 
plus customer accounts while the customer is enrolled in graduate PIPP plus. 
The gas or natural gas utility company may assess the customer a deposit, 
pursuant to rule 4901:1-17-04 of the Administtative Code, if the customer elects 
to terminate participation in graduate PIPP PIPP plus or the customer's 
participation in PIPP plus is terminated. 

Qi) No gas or natural gas utility company shall apply late fees to a graduate PIPP 
plus customer's account. 

4901:1-18-17 Removal from or termination of customer participation in the 
percentage of income payment plan plus. 
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(A) The gas or natural gas utility company shall remove a percentage of income 
payment plan plus (PIPP plus) customer from PIPP plus when the customer 
fails to comply with the requirements set forth in paragraph (B), (C), or (D) of 
rule 4901:1-18-12 of the Administtative Code. 

(B)—After removal from PIPP for failure to timely reverify Gligibility, the former PIPP 
customer may ro enroll in PIPP and must malce any missed income basod 
pa}^montfl to bring tho account current. 

(B€) If a customer is removed from PIPP plus for failure to timely reverify eligibility 
and fails to reverify and re-enroll in PIPP plus or to qualify for graduate PIPP 
plus pursuant to paragraph (D) of rule 4901:1-18-16 of the Administtative Code, 
the entire account arrearage will become due. The gas or natural gas utility 
compan}' shall offer the customer an extended payment plan pursuant to 
paragraph (B) of rule 4901:1-18-05 of the Admirusttative Code. If the customer 
fails to make payment under the agreed payment plan, the former PIPP plus 
customer's service may be subject to disconnection in accordance with rules 
4901:1-18-03 to 4901:1-18-06 of the Administtative Code. 

(C) Fraudulent act. The gas or natural gas utility company shall terminate a 
customer's participation in PIPP plus or graduate PIPP plus when it is 
determined by the gas or natural gas utility company that the PIPP plus or 
graduate PIPP plus customer was fraudulently enrolled in the program or when 
the customer is found to be non-compliant by the Ohio development services 
agency. The customer shall be required to pay the gas or natural gas utility 
company the difference between any PIPP plus and /or graduate PIPP plus 
income-based payments made and the actual bill amount and to pay any 
arrearage credits accrued for timely payments during the period the customer 
was fraudulently enrolled in PIPP plus and/or graduate PIPP plus. The gas or 
natural gas utility company shall credit such amounts received to the company's 
PIPP rider. The customer shall not be eligible to participate in PIPP plus, 
graduate PIPP plus, or to receive any other benefits available to PIPP plus 
customers or graduate PIPP plus customers for twenty-four months from when 
the customer is removed from PIPP plus or graduate PIPP plus and until any 
demand for restitution is satisfied. For this twenty-four month period, the gas 
or natural gas utility company shall tteat such customer as subject to rules 
4901:1-18-01 to 4901:1-18-11 of the Administtative code, should the customer 
return to the gas or natural gas utility company. 

(D) Fraud. Tho gas or natural gas utility company shall tonninato a customer's 
participation in PIPP when it is determined that the PIPP customer was 
fraudulently onrollod in the program. The customer shall bo required to pay the 
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gas utility the actual bill for gas that tho customer consumed during the period 
in wliich the customer was fiaudulontly oru-ollcd minus previously paid PIPP 
payments. Any arrearage credits which accrued to the customor's account shall 
be rGvcrsed. Tho cuotomor shall not bo eligible to participate in PIPP, graduate 
PIPP, or to receive any other benefits available to PIPP customers or graduates 
for twenty four months from when the customer is removed from PIPP. 

(fiD)Any PIPP plus customer who tampers with the gas or natural gas utiHty 
company's meter, metering equipment or other property, or is the beneficiary of 
such act, shall comply with the requirements of paragraphs (E)(3)(a) to (E)(3)(d) 
of rule 4901:1-18-93-07 of the Administtative Code. Furthermore, to clarify the 
application of paragraph (E)(3)(b) of rule 4901:1-18-03^7 of the Administtative 
Code, the amount of the arrearages generated by the unauthorized usage shall 
be removed from the customer's arrearages and shall be paid by the customer 
before service is restored. Any usage charges previously credited to the 
customer as a result of the arrearage crediting program shall be reversed and are 
also due before service shall be restored. 


